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Introduction  

 

The project “Enhancing the watersheds of Hunuwela Estate through sustaining the habitat 

needs of two dragonflies at the brink of extinction: Using flagship species in greening 

plantation agriculture” was came into action after an initial biodiversity inventory of the site 

conducted by IUCN Sri Lanka in 2012, which identified populations of two endangered 

dragonfly species surviving in the stream reservations within the Hunuwela Estate. The 

project was funded by Dilmah Conservation and Kahawatta Plantations (PLC) was the direct 

implementing partner. 

A reconnaissance survey conducted in February 2015, at the first phase of the present 

project. Subsequently, a baseline biodiversity survey together with the establishment of the 

monitoring plots and developing a restoration and monitoring protocol were completed in 

March 2015. The Survey results and the protocols of the first phase were submitted in the 

Final Report of the Phase 1. 

The second phase of this study was started August 2016 and was preliminarily designed to 

provide technical assistance for continuing the restoration initiatives already commenced 

and further recommended in 2015. During the previous phase of the project IUCN developed 

a biodiversity inventory for natural and semi natural areas of Hunuwela estate and provided 

a comprehensive guideline for managing the riverine habitats within the estate, which are the 

essential habitats of the two dragonfly species highlighted in the project. Even though Rivulet 

tiger (Gomphida pearsoni) and Wijaya’s scissortail (Micorgomphus wijaya) are the flagship 

species for the project, the restoration actions in riparian areas enhances habitat conditions 

for numerous animals inhabiting Hunuwela estate such as fish, amphibians, reptiles, 

butterflies, birds, and mammals. The management guidelines provided also contains 

detailed assessment and monitoring of the biodiversity of this biologically important 

commercial landscape.  

The main objectives of the Phase 2, which is named as “Enhancing the watersheds of 

Hunuwela Estate through sustaining the habitat needs of two dragonflies at the brink of 

extinction: Using flagship species in greening plantation agriculture”, are  

 Assessment and inventorying the biodiversity of the entire Hunuwela estate;  

 Monitoring of habitat quality; 

 Guiding estate staff in maintaining and improving the ecological integrity of the 

sensitive areas of the estate; 

 Develop long term plans for establishing riparian buffer zones; 

 Hydrological assessment of the stream network; 

 Preparation of outreach material and awareness raising of stakeholders, and 

 Assessment of the potential of the natural areas of Hunuwela estate for eco tourism 
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IUCN Sri Lanka concluded the project in December 2017. This report provides following 

subsections as annexes.   

1. Monitoring of biodiversity, water quality and restoration work — Annex 1 

2. Assessment of the natural areas of Hunuwela estate for sustainable tourism — 

Annex 2 

3. Hydrological status report of Hunuwela estate — Annex 3 

4. Awareness raising — Annex 4 
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Recommendations 

 

The Phase 2 of the project on “Enhancing the watersheds of Hunuwela Estate through 

sustaining the habitat needs of two dragonflies at the brink of extinction: Using flagship 

species in greening plantation agriculture” was mainly focused on providing technical 

assistance for restoration and monitoring activities. The estate management must be 

committed to continue and extend the restoration activities beyond the project, as per the 

guidelines provided in the project reports of Phase 1 final report (March 2016) and Phase 2 

(December 2017). 

The streamside vegetation buffer which was declared by Kahawatta Plantations (PLC) must 

be maintained strictly as a buffer zone. As per the guideline, native forest plants should be 

established in this region. 

Establish a management mechanism within the estate to take care for the maintenance of 

re-forested areas and properly engage the local community and estate work force in planting 

works. 

It is proposed that while the estate manger oversee the restoration works, two supervisory 

level personnel, with at least 5% of their man-month works needs to be diverted to routine 

maintenance works of the planting sites. Periodic weeding, removal of invasive plants and 

gap fillings are important tasks in this regard. 

The estate plant nursery needs to be upgraded for raising forest plants. A nursery manager 

with skills in raising native trees is very useful to make plant production self-sustaining within 

the premises. 

The estate worker community should be provided with necessary awareness to value and 

protect the planted trees. 

Better engagement of local people in restoration works can improve the vegetation cover in 

their home gardens located inter mixed with estate lands. Sometimes, restoration efforts of 

the estate are also impacted due regular activities of local community; cattle grazing and fire 

wood collection physically damage the planted trees. Such issues can be minimized if proper 

awareness and motivation is provided to local community.  

Awareness raising on the biodiversity of Hunuwela estate, conservation of watersheds and 

habitats, and how the community can contribute to enhance the biodiversity of Hunuwela 

Estate must be continued for the estate staff, community and school children. The poster 

and the broachure developed by the project is recommended to be printed and distributed 

among the general public, surrounding schools, and the local level offices such as Grama 

Niladhari Office, Divisional Secretariat, Forest Department, etc. More awareness raising 

programmes are recommended to take the message for a wider audience.  

Periodic monitoring of the biodiversity, water quality and water yield of the streams, and the 

restoration work is recommended. The results will indicate the habitat quality and would 

capture the expected enhancement of the biodiversity as the restoration work progresses. 

Invasive Alien Species (IAS) observed have to be manually removed as a much as possible. 

Disturbed patched of vegetation harbours IAS, thus, restoration of such areas with native 

forest species will reduce the spreading of IAS. 
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Along with the proposed eco tourism initiatives, it is recommended to designating selected 

stream habitats as field laboratories for the biodiversity researchers. 
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1. Monitoring of Biodiversity of the Hunuwela Estate of Kahawatta Plantations 

Eight monitoring plots along the six streams that were identified to flow across the Hunuwela 

Estate (mainly through the Rubber plantation) are listed in table 1 and illustrated in figure 1, 

with their habitat details and their plot numbers. Six streams that flow across the Divisions 2 

and 4 of the Hunuwela Estate (mainly through the Rubber plantation) that were identified as 

habitat restoration sites, obviously were included as monitoring plots while the other two 

plots were identified as control plots. Each plot runs along the stream for a distance of 50 m, 

while the fauna were recorded inside a strip of 5 to 10 m, depending on the width of the 

stream. 

 

Table 1. Monitoring plots (numbered from 1 to 8) located at watershed habitat restoration sites 
and control areas within the Hunuwela Estate, Kahawatta Plantations. 

Monitoring plot # & name 
(Restoration site/control) 

Plot identification Habitat Restoration activity 

Plot 1: Metihakwala 
(Restoration site 1) 

Upstream the bridge 
at Metihakwala 

Moderately broad stream 
with patchy riverine 
vegetation 

Strengthening of the river 
bank vegetation 

Plot 2: Very narrow dry 
stream 
(Restoration site 2) 

Upstream to 
downstream the 
culvert 

Very narrow and partly 

dry stream with seasonal 

water flow, covered with 

herbaceous vegetation  

Establishment of riverine 
vegetation and creation of 
water pools 

Plot 3: Causeway 
(Restoration site 3) 

Upstream the 
causeway 

Broad stream with patchy 
riverine vegetation 

Strengthening of the river 
bank vegetation 

Plot 4: Steel Bridge 
(Restoration site 4) 

Upstream the steel 
bridge 

Moderately broad stream 
with disturbed riverine 
vegetation 

Strengthening of the river 
bank vegetation 

Plot 5: Halinna 
(Restoration site 5) 

Upstream to 
downstream the 
culvert 

Narrow stream with very 
little riverine vegetation 

Establishment of riverine 
vegetation from scratch, 
creation of a pool 

Plot 6: Deniya 
(Restoration site 6) 

Upstream to 
downstream the 
culvert” 

Narrow stream with little 
bank vegetation and a 
marshy floodplain 

Restoration of a swamp 
forest 

Plot 7: Village edge 
downstream of Deniya 
(Control site 1) 

Way downstream the 
culvert at Deniya 

Very narrow stream with 
highly degraded bank  
vegetation and high 
disturbance 

No intervention 

Plot 8: Forest edge 
(Control site 2) 

Way upstream the 
causeway 

Broad stream with well-
developed riverine 
vegetation 

No intervention 
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Figure 1. Google image of Hunuwela Estate, Kahawatta Plantations showing biodiversity 
monitoring plots (numbered from 1 to 8); orange squares indicate biodiversity monitoring 

plots at habitat restoration sites, blue squares indicate control plots for biodiversity 
monitoring, the green square indicates the Superintendent’s Bungalow and the orange and 

blue lines represent gravel roads and streams respectively. 

 

1.1 Faunal biodiversity monitoring methodology adopted 

The methodology developed during the Phase 1 of the project was used for the monitoring.  

1.2 Faunal biodiversity monitoring results 

In this site 130 faunal species including 50 endemics, were recorded during the monitoring 

period. Faunal diversity that existed within the site, were belonged to eight different 

taxonomic groups such as dragonflies, butterflies, crabs, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and 

mammals.   
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Table 2: Faunal biodiversity status at monitoring 

Taxonomic 
Group 

Recorded from Sri Lanka   

Total Endemic 
% of 

Endemic Migrant Exotic EN VU NT 

Dragonflies 15 5 0 0 0 4 1 2 

Butterflies 24 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Crabs 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fishes 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Amphibians 6 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Reptiles 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Birds 64 12 0 5 0 0 1 2 

Mammals 10 22 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Total 130 50 0 5 1 5 6 6 

 

1.2.1. Dragonflies 

A total of 15 different dragonflies belong to 15 different families were recorded within the 

monitoring site. Furthermore, five of them were endemic to Sri Lanka including four 

Endangered species - Green's Gem (Libellago greeni), Blurry Forest Damsel (Platysticta 

maculate), Wijaya's Scissortail (Macrogomphus wijaya), Rivulte Tiger (Gomphidia pearsoni), 

and one Vulnerable species - Indigo Dropwing (Trithemis festiva).   

1.2.2. Butterflies 

Site recorded 24 different butterfly species, belong to 24 families and two of them were 

endemic to Sri Lanka - Common birdwing (Troides darsius) and Lesser albatross (Appias 

galane). Furthermore one vulnerable species -Banded peacock (Papilio crino), was recorded 

within the area.  

1.2.3. Fresh water Crabs 

During the monitoring period, one fresh water crab species – (Ceylonthelphusa sp.) was 

recorded and, unable to identify it to species level.   

1.2.4. Fresh Water Fish 

A total of four fresh water fish species were identified, including one endemic species - 

Stone sucker (Garra ceylonensis), which also categorized as Vulnerable.  

1.2.5. Amphibians 

Six different species of amphibians were recorded from the sampling sites and four of them 

were endemic to Sri Lanka. Among them there were one Endangered - Small wood frog 

(Indosylvirana serendipi), one vulnerable - Corrugated water frog (Lankanectes corrugatus) 

and one Near Threatened - Common wood frog (Indosylvirana temporalis) species. 

1.2.6. Reptiles 
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Within the monitoring area, 6 reptile species we rerecorded; including three endemics to Sri 

Lanka.  They were identified as - Lowland Bronzegreen little skink (Eutropis greeri), 

Common lankaskink (Lankascincus fallax) and Near Threatened - Alwis's day gecko 

(Cnemaspis alwisi). 

1.2.7. Birds 

A total of 64 different bird species were observed within the monitoring site, including 47 

breeding residents (BrR), five winter visitors (Wv) and 12 endemic species.  One Vulnerable 

- Sri Lanka Legge’s Flowerpecker   (Dicaeum vincens), two Near Threatened - Sri Lanka 

Layard’s Parakeet (Psittacula calthropae) and Plum-headed Parakeet (Psittacula 

cyanocephala) were identified as significant species to the site. 

1.2.8. Mammals 

Ten different species of mammals belong to ten families were identified during the 

monitoring period and among them there were two endemic species - Sri Lanka toque 

monkey (Macaca sinica) and Sri Lanka mouse-deer (Moschiola meminna). Also one 

Vulnerable species – Otter (Lutra lutra) was identified within the area.  

2. Species distribution and diversity maps 

Maps were developed to illustrate the faunal diversity at the sampling sites (Annex 1) and 

occurrence of different types of animal species at sampling locations (Annex 2). Sites 2,3, 4, 

and 5 represent the highest species diversity. These sites also marked the presence of a 

higher number of critical species (endemic and threatened), probably due to the existence of 

less disturbed stream bank habitats. Detailed list of species present at each site is available 

at Annex 3. It is recommended to refer these maps during the setting up of nature trails or 

prior to implementing the proposed sustainable tourism activity.  

3. Water Quality monitoring  

Water quality monitoring was done at the pilot sites on 6th December 2016, 20th February 

2017, and 9th November 2017. The sampling intervals were determined to include the peak 

dry and wet seasons so that the seasonal variation of water quality is captured.  A calibrated 

multi parameter water testing meter (model: Eutech, PDC-65044K) was used to estimate 

temperature, dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, electrical conductivity (EC), and total dissolved 

solids (TDS) of the water. The water quality was then compared against the ambient water 

quality standard for aquatic life in inland waters of Sri Lanka, proposed by the Central 

Environmental Authority (CEA, 2001). The parameters which do not have a specified value 

for aquatic life in the above standard were compared with the Sri Lanka Standards for 

potable water —SLS 614, 1983.   

Table 3: Water quality results 

Test date  Site Temperature pH EC TDS DO Remarks 

Visit 1 
06/12/2016 
  
  
  
  
  

1 22.8 7.05 103.6 98.5 6.92   

2 - - - - - Dry stream  

3 23.1 7.25 187.1 185.7 7.27   

4 23 7.12 165.2 166.5 7.13   

5 22.9 7.33 - - 6.81   

6 23.1 8.06 208.7 206 6.12   
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Test date  Site Temperature pH EC TDS DO Remarks 

  7 23.3 8.13 194.8 189.9 6.9   

Visit 2 
20/02/2017 
  
  
  
  
  
  

1 25 6.99 118.2 114 5.12   

2 - - - - - Dry stream  

3 25 7.34 187 191 5.64   

4 24 7.04 80.74 78.2 6.92   

5 - - - - - Dry stream  

6 24.9 7.51 250 256.3 5.02   

7 25.2 7.3 173.1 176.4 5.19   

Visit 3  
9/11/2017 
 

1 24.1 7.08 39.5 38.17 5.98  
2 24.9 7 34.21 33.06 5.43  
3 23 6.94 31.07 30.01 5.85  
4 23.5 7.03 43.22 41.74 5.96  
5 24.6 7.25 48.99 47.33 5.83  

 6 25.1 6.72 123.3 118.6 4.85  
7 25 6.61 119.2 116.4 5.1  

 

According to the results the pH, electrical conductivity and dissolved oxygen measurement 

of all sites were observer to be within the respective standards.  

4. Soil quality baseline 

A soil sample from the Restoration site 6 (Deniya) was tested for pH, electrical conductivity, 

and soil organic matter content. Sample was tested using standard methods at the Soil 

Analytical Service Laboratory of Faculty of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya. The results 

are presented in the Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Baseline soil quality of Restoration site 6 

 

Parameter Result 

pH 5.36 

Electrical Conductivity, micro S 24  

Organic carbon, % 1.2 

 

Changes in these baseline parameters can be monitored as the restoration work progresses. 

 

5. Restoring the degraded habitats of Hunuwela estate 

Expansion of tea cultivation in areas in the species rich wet zone of Sri Lanka has been a 

major cause of degradation of functioning of natural ecosystems especially with regard to 

soil, water and biodiversity. Those issues have been now well recognized by plantation 

sector and environmental repercussions of intensive agriculture are impacting both 

plantation economy as well as ecosystems of the country.  
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The Phase 1 of the project was implemented in 2015 with goal of restoring selected plots of 

degraded land for enhancing soil, water and biodiversity of the estate property. Through the 

project, the estate expects to counter such negative effects of plantation agriculture 

mentioned previously.  The ultimate benefits of the project are to be shared by the estate, 

local community and the region.  

5.1 Vegetative restoration 

Key action points on vegetative restoration tasks involved;  

 establishment of soil and water conservation mechanisms through vegetative means 

and physical barriers 

 vegetative restoration of selected degraded land plots 

 community awareness including the estate staff 

A significant part of vegetative restoration of land plots involved re-establishment of stream 

bank forests for enhancing biodiversity, soil and water aspects. The stream bank areas are 

mostly non-cultivated areas and remain degraded state, hence it was an opportunity for 

creating habitats for animals, and conserve soil and water at no expense of agricultural 

landscape. In this regard, the following tasks were performed for increasing the vegetation 

cover of riverine areas.  

 Collection of wild seeds and planting material and maintenance of planting stock at 

the estate nursery.  

 Enrichment of home garden tree cover associated with riverine areas with community 

participation.  

 Establishment of temporary shade plants Eramudu (Erythrina variegata) and 

Gliricidia.  

 Establishment of riverine flora.  

5.1.1 Demonstration planting works 

Initially, Gliricidia (450 poles) and Erythrina (50 poles) were planted as shade crop (nurse 

crop) in potential sites where riverine forests are to be established. Then local community 

was motivated for increasing their home gardens with tree crop cover. During the period 

2015-2016, a total of 1444 forest trees and 1184 home garden crop trees were planted. Crop 

trees were distributed among local community considering their interest and specific 

circumstances of each home garden. Forest trees were planted approximately 3m-5mx3m-

5m spacing in riverine areas. Some planting materials (533 plants belonging to 20 species) 

were raised at the estate nursery using forest seeds. The balance, that included 1184 crop 

trees and 1444 forest trees were purchased from external sources.  

5.2 Construction of check dams 

Small in-stream check dams built at close intervals along the gully can break the flow 

velocity, and thereby protect downstream areas from heavy water flow. Furthermore, they 

allow for the temporary storage of water, facilitating groundwater recharge, and ensuring the 

long-term sustainability of water resources. Such temporary ponds provide habitats for many 

species including dragonflies. Once properly recharged, groundwater contributes water to 

streams via base flow, and keeps the natural springs active during prolonged droughts. As 
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such, check dams are a useful tool in water management during both the wet, and dry 

seasons, as well as an effective measure for controlling soil erosion due to surface runoff. 

5.2.1 Demonstration check dams 

A series of check dams were established in the three small streams (sites 2, 5, and 6) of the 

six pilot sites. Three check dams were established at the site 2, while 5 and 6 check dams 

were established at sites 5 and 6, respectively. Guidelines for establishing the check dams 

were provided in the 2015 project report and the estate staff was made aware of the 

procedures.   

5.3 The status of the restoration work  

However, due to various reasons maintenance of restoration sites had not been continued 

within the period of March to August, 2016 (prior to the commencement of Phase 2 of the 

Project). Therefore, the restoration efforts have not been effective.  

As per the observations made in August 2017, success of the planting works is extremely 

poor in riverine forest planting areas. Even though a large number of plants, which had 

grown more than 2 feet, were observed at Restoration Sites 2, 5 and 6 by the end of the 

Phase 1 it was noted that barely 5% survival of plants in those sites by mid 2016. 

Apparently, 50% of the plants were destroyed due to physical damage possibly caused by 

estate laborers during weeding.  Almost all the nurse crops (Gliricidia and Erythrina) were 

pruned and the plants had not developed to provide adequate shade.  However, tree crops 

distributed among the local community showed more success as about 50% of crop plants 

are in good condition according to local informants.   

The in-stream restoration work (check dams and ponds) have also been damaged due to 

heavy rainfall and regular maintenance have not been carried out. Although more sites were 

specified and instructions were given to continue establishing check dams at suitable 

locations the activity has not been maintained and continued. The following photographs 

shows some examples of the original condition of the restoration sites, the site after 

restoration, and the condition of the sites at the beginning of the Phase 2 of the project. 

 

5.3.1 Restoration site 5 downstream 

Original condition (early 2015) After restoration (2016 March) - A good 
shade was established and wild plants 
were planted 
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Beginning of Phase 2  (2016 August) - Erythrina pruned. No wild plants available 
 

5.3.2 Restoration site 5 stream 

 

Original condition (early 2015)  After restoration (2016 March)   

 

 

Beginning of Phase 2 (2016 
August) - Check dams 
disturbed, no maintenance. 
However, water is available in 
the in-stream pools even at the 

peak of the dry spell 
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5.3.3 Restoration site 5 stream 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original condition (early 2015)    After restoration (2016 March) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start of second phase (2016 August) - the pool is available however the stream restoration is 

disturbed 

 

5.3.4 Restoration site 6 

 

 

After restoration (2016 
March) - wild plants 
established under the 
shade of Gliricidia 
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Start of second phase 
(2016 August) - Wild 
plants are not available. 
No signs of died plants 
either  

 

 

 

5.3.6. Restoration site 6 stream 

 

 
Start of second phase (2016 August) - stream restoration 
heavily disturbed. Soil deposited in the stream from heavy 
erosion in upstream area 

 

After restoration (2016 March) 

Followed by the Phase 2 inception visit in August 2017, discussions were made with the 

Hunuwela estate management to identify constrains in executing the management plan. As 

a result the following limitations were identified.  

 Lack of clearly designated and authorized land for  restoration 

Not having a declared restoration area hinders the estate management to execute 

restoration activities on the estate land. Furthermore, it is a discouragement for the donor 

of the project to invest on restoration activities.  
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 Timely and efficient communication of decisions and outcomes among stakeholders  

Even though all the stakeholders (IUCN, Dilmah Conservation, top management 

Kahawatta Plantations, and the Hunuwela estate management) are committed to the 

project the need of timely communication of decisions, logistic support, and project 

outcomes among all the stakeholders was felt.  

5.4 Restoration efforts in Phase 2 

In August 2017 the estate management started uprooting rubber plants as per their plan on 

changing the crop, mainly to cinnamon. Therefore, it was illogical to carry out restoration 

activities as the estate land was already being disturbed. On the other hand, this had been 

an ideal time to set aside some of the marginal land of the estate for restoration activities. As 

a result IUCN identified suitable areas and, through Dilmah Conservation, proposed 

Kahawatta Plantations (PLC) to declare those as reservations for restoration work. This was 

an important decision made during the Phase 2 of the project. Based on the detailed land 

use map of Hunuwela estate, developed by IUCN, a decision was made to set aside a five 

meter buffer zone on either side of the streams within the estate, giving a 10 m buffer zone 

for the restoration work (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Riverine buffer zone map of Hunuwela estate 

The total land area included in the buffer zone is 10.96 ha out of which 9.45 ha falls under 

the purview of the estate. This area consists of 6.88 ha of rubber and 2.57 ha of tea 

plantations. The remaining 1.51 ha of land is home gardens, which is not managed by the 
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estate. IUCN developed a revegetation proposal where the declared estate buffer land are to 

be planted with local native forest plants while the households within the buffer zone will be 

donated with fruit plants for greening the home gardens.  

Restoration site 6, which is the marshy land (Deniya) next to the estate’s nursery, was 

selected as the demonstration plot for restoration as uprooting process was continuing 

adjacent to the other restoration sites. Even though Dilmah Conservation sought the 

partnership of Forest Department to obtain plants for restoring the Deniya it was unable to 

obtain the plants within the project duration. Therefore, it was unable to demonstrate the 

restoration of Deniya. However, a comprehensive guideline for restoring the Deniya is 

provided in the following section of the report for the estate management to execute.   

5.5 Proposed approach for restoring the Deniya (Restoration site 6) 

Deniya is a marshy land located at the valley bottom next to the estate’s nursery. The 

vegetation shows signs that this area could have been a swamp forest in its early days. 

Vegetation is of the herbaceous type with common species such as Colocasia esculenta, 

Commelina appendiculata, Commelina kurzii, Cyperus irria, Fuirena capitata and 

Nephrolepis auriculata. Deniya wetland community is variable in its floristic composition from 

high moist area in depression to the uplands towards the edge. It is more or less one hectare 

land area characterized by fluctuating moisture conditions in average years and dominated 

by grasses, forbs and sedges. Water is supplied by local run-off, seepages and shallow 

springs. Deniya is important for a number of fauna groups that are dependent on regular 

moist conditions for food and habitat. In particular, aquatic insects, frogs, reptiles and water 

birds which require shallow temporary wetlands frequently use Deniya land. Given the lack 

of permanency, no fishes are found. Mammals may move into the area for short periods of 

time during high water levels.  
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Figure 3: Location of the Restoration site 6 (Deniya) 

 

  

Figure 4: View of Deniya area 
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5.5.1 Rationale for ecological restoration of Deniya land 

Heterogeneity of plantation landscape is a key determinant of biodiversity and it is well 

known that in ecology, habitat diversity is associated with an increase in niche availability for 

species. Currently, large area of the plantation landscape is more or less homogeneous and 

has fewer opportunities for species favoring marshy habitats. Therefore, establishment of 

near natural marshy environment with fringing tree cover mimicking historical habitat 

elements can bring back typical biodiversity significantly in this small habitat refuge once 

managed appropriately. Therefore, the objective of the proposed restoration actions are to 

establish moist loving native forest plants in surrounding area of core herbaceous marsh of 

Deniya land.  

5.5.2 Proposed methodology of forest restoration 

The process of establishing successful near natural forests in the site follows several steps; 

fencing, planting of shade trees, planting of native forest plants (moist loving) and aftercare/ 

maintenance. 

Step 1: Fencing:  Typical barbed wire fencing should be done surrounding the Deniya area. 

Standard size concrete poles need to be erected at 4m-5m gap and 4-5 strands of barbed 

wires can be fixed in parallel (Figure 5). The fencing would discourage entry of livestock and 

unauthorized access of people to the restoration area. The fencing should continue to 

protect the plot until the restoration is completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Example of suggested fence structure 

Step 2: Planting of shade trees:  This is applicable only for highly disturbed open areas 

where canopy cover is around or less than 30%. The purpose of this is basically to develop a 

suitable micro environment for the subsequent introduction of native flora. This involves 

deliberate manipulation of the soil environment (physical and chemical properties of soil), 

existing plant life (weeds and invasive plants), animal life (beneficial animals such as seed 

dispersal agents, soil annelids and pest control agents) and physical conditions such as 
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humidity, temperature and sun light. No extensive land clearing is proposed for sloping lands 

with shrub dominated vegetation cover. In order to speed up the forest succession towards 

near natural forest ecosystems, it is essential to establish fast growing shade trees initially 

as temporary nurse crops. 

Erythrina variegata (Dadap or Eramudu) is the choice of species in this regard. The plant 

has several plus points; nitrogen fixer, fast growing, easily propagated by planting sticks, 

readily available, effective shade tree (10-15m), ideal for the existing climatic conditions, no 

invasive characteristics, no suppression of native flora etc. This tree is most commonly 

propagated vegetatively. Large-size branch cuttings are used, usually 2–3m (6.6–10 ft) in 

length and 5–10 cm (2–4 inches) in diameter. It is best to retain the terminal buds of the 

branch cuttings to ensure fast new top growth. Cuttings can be taken any time of year, 

although the ideal time is when the new growth is appearing, usually at the onset of the rainy 

season.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Dadap or Eramudu 

Cuttings are stood upright in shady, dry, and cool conditions for a minimum of 24 hours and 

a maximum of 2 weeks. This standing time allows the cuttings to dry slightly and helps 

prevent rotting and fungal problems. The cuttings should be grown in sunny conditions with a 

spacing of 3m x 3m and, with stakes 2–2.5 m (6.6–8.3 ft) tall, the lower portion of the cutting 

is buried 20–40 cm (8–16 inches) deep. The number of stakes required for planting per ha 

(N) can be calculated by N = [10000/square of the planting distance]. Weedy vegetation 

within 1m radius around the planting holes needs to be suppressed, with the exception of 

native tree species regenerating in the site. Planters should make sure to plant cuttings with 

the correct side down. It takes about a month for auxiliary shoots to appear. In 18-24 

months’ time, the site is likely to have 60% shade cover making it suitable for native forest 
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species to grow. Moreover, this micro environmental condition will discourage the growth of 

light demanding weedy and invasive flora in the site.  Periodic pruning is not necessary since 

Dadap will be suppressed by native trees while advancing forest maturity.   

Step 3: Planting of native forest plants (moist loving): At the onset of rainy period, 

nursery raised seedlings have to be planted in pits of around 20cm diameter and 40cm 

depth. A selection of 10 tree species for mixed planting are given in Table 1. Planting 

operations can be initiated in sites where canopy cover is already around 50%. In more open 

sites planting can be done as soon as the shading is developed using Erythrina. At the time 

of planting, they are also accompanied with fertilizer (approximately circa  500g of organic 

manure mixed with the soil and 25g of rock phosphate on the sides and bottom of the pit) 

and with a layer of litter mulch around the base. All seedlings may be tagged conspicuously 

to be located easily for survival monitoring. The seedlings have to be planted with a spacing 

of 3m-4 m between each (to facilitate monitoring), based on the density of existing seedlings 

and saplings at the site, the size of the site, and the size and availability of seedlings.  

Table 5: Selection tree species for planting in Deniya area. 

Local name Species Site preference 

Domba Calophyllum inophylum High moist 

Etamba Mangifera zeylanica Low moist 

Goraka Garcinia quaesita Low moist 

Hora Dipterocarpus zeylanicus Low moist 

Kekuna Canarium zeylanicum Low moist 

Kithul Caryota urens Low moist 

Kumbuk Terminalia arjuna High moist 

Malaboda Myristica zeylanica High moist 

Naaimbul Pometia pinnata Low moist 

Waldel Artocarpus nobilis Low moist 

During site preparation special care should be taken not to cut any naturally regenerating 

native vegetation, including shrubs and climbers. Hand-weeding, using sickles or machetes 

may be preferred. Local people may be employed for the task as they are capable of 

identifying native versus non-native species. Invasive weeds such as Lantana camara 

(Hinguru), Chromolaena odorata (Podisinnomaran) and Clidemia hirta (Katakalubowitiya) 

may be cut with machetes and all invasive regenerating plants may be uprooted. Although 

growth rates of seedlings vary substantially according to species, in most cases providing 

planted seedlings with fertilizer at regular intervals over the first two years will help speed up 

vegetative growth. Standard nitrogen-phosphorous-potassium (NPK) mixtures and dosages 

may be used for this purpose. 
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Suggested rule of thumb for field planting works: 

 Planting needs to be done at the on-set of the monsoon rains.  

 The planting gap proposed is only a rough guide and it is necessary to consider the 

existing nearby plants, size of the mature stage of respective plant species and thus 

maintain the gap accordingly. The traditional knowledge held by the local community 

can help much in this regard and the views of the local community need to be 

accommodated. 

 Before starting planting activity pay attention to ensure resources required for 

planting works are available. The basic tools needed for planting works include:  

o Mammoty  

o Crowbars  

o Knives (large)  

o Spades  

o Baskets  

o Rakes  

o Empty tins with small holes in the bottom (to substitute for a watering can)  

o Kitchen knives for root pruning  

 

Step 4: Aftercare and maintenance: Once the planting work is done, the restoration sites 

should be maintained on a regular basis to ensure the success of the site for at least three 

years. The frequency of maintenance activities required depends on the specific 

circumstance of each site including factors such as location, the type of plantings installed, 

the complexity of the site, the invasive species present, and other factors. In general, 

maintenance will be required once a month for at least the first three years following planting 

works. Maintenance activities should include replacing dead plants, perhaps irrigating some 

plants, maintaining the tree shelters in an upright position, action against destructive 

behavior of local people, controlling wild animals/cattle damaging the plants, and removing 

invasive/weedy plants. Post-planting hand-weeding may be needed three to six times within 

the site during the first year and two to three times in the second year after planting. Care 

should be taken to avoid damaging naturally recruiting native tree and shrub seedlings 

during maintenance. Fostering natural recruitment will aid in rapid habitat development. This 

in turn, as mentioned before, will results in many benefits to the plantation such as good 

water quality, better soil, less pests and many other benefits. 

 

Control of infestation by invasive species need to be carried out at regular basis. The 

following IAS species have been observed within the Hunuwela estate.  

 

 Alstonia macrophylla (Ginikurugas) 

 Chromolaena odorata (Podisinnomaran) 

 Clidemia hirta (Nylon bowitiya) 

 Austroeupatorium inulifolium     

 Lantana camara  (Hinguru) 

 Mikania cordata (Vatu palu) 

 Panicum maximum (Ratathanakola) 

 Wedelia trilobata 
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Most of Alstonia macrophylla (Ginikurugas) trees are under management since these trees 

provide timber. Other plants need some sort of control interventions.  

 

Following mechanism can be used for controlling IAS. 

 

 Physical removal of plants and then burning is an effective way of controlling IAS 

 Degraded land patches provide nursing grounds for IAS. Restoration of such 

disturbed areas in the plantation landscape with native forest plants will reduce the 

opportunity for establishing invasive plants.  

 Mikania cordata (Vatu palu) and Panicum maximum (Ratathanakola) are good fodder 

plants for cattle. Maximize the harvesting of such invasive plants for productive uses 

is another mechanism of controlling IAS. 
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Annex 01. Species occurrence at sampling sites and conservation status maps 
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Annex 02. Map of faunal diversity at sampling sites  
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Annex 03. Total faunal species recorded during the monitoring session 

Dragonflies 

No Family Scientific  Name English Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

1 Cholorocyphidae Libellago greeni  Green's Gem END EN 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

2  Euphaeidae  Euphaea splendens  
Shining 
Gossamerwing  END NT 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

3 Coenagrionidae 
Ceriagrion 
coromandelianum Yellow Waxtail IND LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

4  Platycnemididae Copera marginipes Yellow Featherleg  IND LC 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Platystictidae Platysticta maculata 
Blurry Forest 
Damsel END EN 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

6 Gomphidae Macrogomphus wijaya Wijaya's Scissortail END EN 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

7 Gomphidae Gomphidia pearsoni Rivulte Tiger  END EN 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

8 Libellulidae Orthetrum luzonicum  Marsh  Skimmer  IND  NT 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

9 Libellulidae Orthetrum sabina Green Skimmer   IND  LC 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

10 Libellulidae Diplacodes trivialis Blue Percher IND  LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

11 Libellulidae Neurothemis tullia Pied Parasol IND  LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

12 Libellulidae Trithemis aurora Crimson Dropwing  IND  LC 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

13 Libellulidae Trithemis festiva Indigo Dropwing  IND  VU 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

14 Libellulidae Rhyothemis variegata Varigated Flutter IND  LC 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

15 Libellulidae Pantala flavescens Wandering Glider IND  LC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Butterflies 

No Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

1 Papilionidae 
Graphium 
agamemnon  

Green jay 
/ Tailed jay Kola papilia IND  LC 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

2 Papilionidae 
Pachliopta 
aristolochiae  

Common 
rose 

Podu rosa 
papilia IND  LC 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

3 Papilionidae 
Pachliopta 
hector  

Crimson 
rose 

Maha rosa 
papilia IND  LC 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

4 Papilionidae Papilio crino  
Banded 
peacock 

Monara 
papilia IND VU 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

5 Papilionidae 
Papilio 
polymnestor 

Blue 
mormon Maha nilaya IND  LC 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

6 Papilionidae Papilio polytes  
Common 
mormon Kalu papilia IND  LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

7 Papilionidae 
Troides 
darsius  

Common 
birdwing / 
Ceylon 
birdwing 

Maha kurulu 
piya papiliya END  LC 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

8 Pieridae Appias galane 
Lesser 
albatross Kuda sudana END  LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

9 Pieridae 
Catopsilia 
pomona  

Lemon 
emigrant 

Kaha 
piyasariya IND  LC 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

10 Pieridae 
Catopsilia 
pyranthe 

Mottled 
emigrant / 
African 
emigrant 

Thith-piya 
piyasariya IND  LC 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

11 Pieridae 
Delias 
eucharis  Jezebel 

Podu Maha-
sudda IND LC 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

12 Pieridae 
Eurema 
hecabe  

Common 
grass 
yellow 

Maha 
kahakolaya IND LC 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

13 Nymphalidae 
Danaus 
chrysippus  Plain tiger 

Podu koti-
thambiliya IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
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No Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

14 Nymphalidae 
Danaus 
genutia  

Common 
tiger 

Iri Koti-
thambiliya IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

15 Nymphalidae Euploea core  
Common 
crow 

Podu kaka-
kotithiyaya IND LC 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

16 Nymphalidae 
Hypolimnas 
misippus  

Danaid 
Eggfly 

Kela 
Alankarikya IND LC 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

17 Nymphalidae Junonia atlites  
Grey 
pansy 

Aluwan 
alankarikya IND LC 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

18 Nymphalidae Melanitis leda  

Common 
evening 
brown 

Podu 
dumburuwa IND LC 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

19 Nymphalidae Neptis hylas  
Common 
sailor 

Gomara 
selaruwa IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

20 Nymphalidae 
Orsotriaena 
medus  

Medus 
Brown 
/Nigger  

Maha-iri 
panduru-
dumburuwa IND LC 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

21 Nymphalidae 
Parantica 
aglea  

Glassy 
tiger 

Suduwan nil-
kotithiya IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

22 Nymphalidae 
Ypthima 
ceylonica  

White 
four-ring 

Podu heen-
dumburuwa IND LC 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

23  Lycaenidae 
Castalius 
rosimon  

Common 
Pierrot 

Podu Mal-
nilaya IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

24  Lycaenidae 
Jamides 
celeno  

Common 
Cerulean 

Podu Seru-
nilaya IND LC 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

 

Freshwater crabs 

No Family Scientific  Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

1 Gecarcinucidae Ceylonthelphusa sp. END  NK 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

 

Freshwater fishes 

NO Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

1 Cyprinidae  
Garra 
ceylonensis 

Stone 
sucker 

Gal 
panderuwa  END VU 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2 Cyprinidae  
Puntius 
bimaculatus 

Redside 
barb Ipili Kadaya IND LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3 Cyprinidae  
Rasbora 
microcephalus 

Thin line 
Rasbora 

Caveri 
Randiya IND LC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

4 Poeciliidae 
Poecilia 
reticulata Guppy Vel gappy EXO NE 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

Amphibians 

NO Family Scientific  Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Control 

1 Bufonidae 
Duttaphrynus 
melanostictus  

Common 
house toad 

Sulaba 
geai 
gemba IND LC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2  Nyctibatrachidae 
Lankanectes 
corrugatus  

Corrugated 
water frog 

Vakarali 
madiya END  VU 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3 Dicroglossidae 
Euphlyctis 
cyanophlyctis  Skipper frog 

Utpatana 
madiya IND LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

4 Rhacophoridae 
Pseudophilautus 
sp.  Shrub frog 

Paduru 
mediya END  NK 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

5  Ranidae Indosylvirana Small wood Kuda END  EN 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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serendipi  frog bandi 
madiya 

6  Ranidae 
Indosylvirana 
temporalis  

Common 
wood frog 

Sulaba 
bandi 
madiya END  NT 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

Reptiles 

NO Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 control 

1 Agamidae 
Calotes 
calotes  

Green garden 
lizard Pala katussa  IND  LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

2 Agamidae 
Calotes 
versicolor 

Common 
garden lizard Gara katussa  IND LC 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3 Gekkonidae 
Cnemaspis 
alwisi 

Alwis's day 
gecko 

Alwisge 
divasarihuna END NT 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

4 Scincidae 
Eutropis 
carinata  

Common 
skink 

Sulaba 
hikanala IND  LC 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

5 Scincidae Eutropis greeri 

Lowland 
Bronzegreen 
little skink 

Pahatharata 
Pingu 
hikanala END NE 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

6 Scincidae 
Lankascincus 
fallax  

Common 
lankaskink 

Sulaba 
lakhiraluva END LC 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

 

Birds 

 

NO Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 control 

1  Phasianidae Gallus lafayetii  
Sri Lanka 
Junglefowl 

Sri Lanka 
Wali-kukula  END LC 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

2  Phasianidae Pavo cristatus  
Indian 
Peafowl Monora  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3 Picidae 
Dendrocopus 
nanus  

Brown-
capped 
Pygmy 
Woodpecker   

Bora Esasi 
Gomara-
karela  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

4 Picidae 
Dinopium 
benghalense  

Lesser 
Goldenback   

 
BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

5 Ramphastidae 
Megalaima 
zeylanica  

Brown-
headed 
Barbet   

Polos 
Kottoruwa  BrR LC 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 Ramphastidae 
Megalaima 
flavifrons  

Sri Lanka 
Yellow-
fronted 
Barbet   

Sri Lanka 
Ranmhunatha 
Kottoruwa  END LC 

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

7 Ramphastidae 
Psilapogon 
rubricapilla  

Crimson-
fronted 
Barbet   

Rathmhunath 
Kottoruwa  END   LC 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

8 Ramphastidae 
Megalaima 
haemacephala 

Coppersmith 
Barbet   

Rathlaye 
Kottoruwa  BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

9 Bucerotidae 
Ocyceros 
gingalensis  

Sri Lanka 
Grey Hornbill   

Sri Lanka Alu 
Kandaththa  END LC 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

10 Alcedinidae 
Halcyon 
smyrnensis  

White-
throated 
Kingfisher   

Layasudu 
Madi-
pilihuduwa  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

11 Cuculidae 
Eudynamys 
scolopacea  Asian Koel    Kowula  BrR LC 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

12 Cuculidae 
Centropus 
sinensis  

Greater 
Coucal   Ati-kukula  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

13 Psittacidae 
Loriculus 
beryllinus  

Sri Lanka 
Hanging 

Sri Lanka 
Giramaliththa  END LC 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
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NO Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 control 

Parakeet   

14 Psittacidae 
Psittacula 
krameri  

Rose-ringed 
Parakeet   Rana Girawa  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

15 Psittacidae 
Psittacula 
cyanocephala  

Plum-headed 
Parakeet   

Pandu 
Girawa  BrR NT 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

16 Psittacidae 
Psittacula 
calthropae  

Sri Lanka 
Layard’s 
Parakeet   

Sri Lanka Alu 
Girawa  END NT 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

17 Apodidae 
Cypsiurus 
balasiensis  

Asian Palm 
Swift   

Asiaa Thal-
thurithaya  BrR LC 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

18 Apodidae Apus affinis  House Swift   
Punchi 
Thurithaya  BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

19 Columbidae Columba livia  Rock Pigeon   
Podu 
Paraviya  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

20 Columbidae 
Streptopelia 
chinensis  Spotted Dove   Alu Kobeiyya  BrR LC 

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

21 Columbidae 
Chalcophaps 
indica  

Emerald 
Dove   

Neela-
Kobeiyya  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

22 Columbidae 
Treron 
pompadora  

Pompadour 
Green-pigeon   

Pompadoru 
Batagoya  END   LC 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

23 Columbidae Ducula aenea  

Green 
Imperial 
Pigeon   

Neela 
Mahagoya  BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

24 Charadriidae 
Vanellus 
indicus  

Red-wattled 
Lapwing   

Rath-yatimal 
Kirella  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

25 Accipitridae 
Haliastur 
indus  

Brahminy 
Kite   

Bamunu 
Piyakussa   BrR LC 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 

26 Accipitridae 
Spilornis 
cheela  

Crested 
Serpent 
Eagle    

Silu 
Sarapakussa  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

27 Accipitridae 
Accipiter 
badius  Shikra     Kurulugoya BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

28 Ardeidae Bubulcus ibis  Cattle Egret    Geri-koka  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

29 Ardeidae Ardeola grayii  
Indian Pond 
Heron     Kana-koka  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

30 Pittidae 
Pitta 
brachyura  Indian Pitta     Avichchiya WV NE 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

31 Chloropseidae 
Chloropsis 
jerdoni 

Blue-winged 
Leafbird     

Nilpiya 
Kolarisiya  BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

32 Laniidae 
Lanius 
cristatus  Brown Shrike     

Bora 
Sabariththa  WV NE 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

33 Artamidae 
Artamus 
fuscus  

Ashy 
Woodswallow    

Alu 
Wanalihiniya  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

34 Oriolidae 
Oriolus 
xanthornus  

Black-hooded 
Oriole    Kahakurulla BrR LC 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

35  Dicruidae 
Dicrurus 
caerulescens  

White-bellied 
Drongo     Kawuda BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

36 Monarchidae 
Hypothymis 
azurea  

Black-naped 
Monarch     

Kalu-gelasi 
Radamara  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

37 Monarchidae 
Terpsiphone 
paradisi  

Asian 
Paradise- 
flycathcher      

Asia 
Rahanmara  BrR/WV LC 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

38 Corvidae 
Corvus 
levaillantii 

Large-billed 
Crow    Kalu Kaputa  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

39 Campephagidae 
Pericrocotus 
cinnamomeus  Small Minivet     

Punchi 
Miniviththa  BrR LC 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

40 Campephagidae 
Pericrocotus 
flammeus  

Scarlet 
Minivet    

Dilirath 
Miniviththa  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

41 Campephagidae 
Coracina 
macei  

Large 
Cuckooshrike    

Maha Kovul-
saratiththa  BrR LC 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

42 Campephagidae 
Tephrodornis 
pondicerianus  

Common 
Woodshrike    

Podu Wana-
saratiththa  END LC 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
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NO Family 
Scientific  

Name 
English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 control 

43 Campephagidae 
Hemipus 
picatus  

Bar-winged 
Flycatcher-
shrike     

Wairapiya 
Masi-
saratiththa  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

44 Aegithinidae 
Aegithina 
tiphia  Common Iora    Podu Iorawa  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

45 Muscicapidae 
Muscicapa 
daurica  

Asian Brown 
Flycatcher    

Asia Bora 
Masimara  WV NE 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

46 Muscicapidae 
Cyornis 
tickelliae  

Tickell’s Blue 
Flycatcher     

Tickel Nil-
masimara  BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

47 Muscicapidae 
Copsychus 
saularis  

Oriental 
Magpie 
Robin   Polkichcha BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

48 Muscicapidae 
Saxicoloides 
fulicata  Indian Robin    

Indu 
Kalukichcha  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

49 Sturnidae 
Acridotheres 
tristis  

Common 
Myna   Mayna  BrB LC 

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 

50 Hirundinidae 
Hirundo 
rustica  Barn Swallow    

Atu 
Wahilihiniya  WV NE 

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

51 Hirundinidae 
Hirundo 
daurica  

Red-rumped 
Swallow    

Nithamba 
rathu 
Wahilihiniya  END LC 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

52 Pycnonotidae 
Pycnonotus 
melanicterus  

Black-crested 
Bulbul    

Kalu Hisasi 
Kondaya  END LC 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

53 Pycnonotidae 
Pycnonotus 
cafer  

Red-vented 
Bulbul   Kondaya BrR LC 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

54 Pycnonotidae 
Pycnonotus 
luteolus  

White-
browed 
Bulbul   

Bamasudu 
Kondaya  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

55 Zosteropidae 
Zosterops 
palpebrosus  

Oriental 
White-eye    

Peradigu 
Sithasiya  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

56 Sylviidae 
Orthotomus 
sutorius  

Common 
Tailorbird   Battichcha BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

57 Timalidae 
Pellorneum 
fuscocapillum  

Sri Lanka 
Brown-
capped 
Babbler   

Sri Lanka 
Boraga-
demalichcha END  LC 

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

58 Timalidae 
Dumetia 
hyperythra  

Tawny-
bellied 
Babbler   

Kusakaha 
Landu-
demalichcha  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

59 Timalidae 
Turdoides 
affinis  

Yellow-billed 
Babbler    Demalichcha  BrR LC 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

60 Dicaeidae 
Dicaeum 
vincens  

Sri Lanka 
Legge’s 
Flowerpecker    

Sri Lanka 
Pililichcha  END  VU 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

61 Nectariniidae 
Nectarina 
zeylonica  

Purple-
rumped 
Sunbird   

Nithamba 
Dam Sutikka  BrR LC 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

62 Nectariniidae 
Nectarina 
lotenia  

Loten’s 
Sunbird   

Lotenge 
Sutikka  BrR LC 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

63  Motacillidae 
Motacilla 
cinerea Grey Wagtail    

Alu 
Halapenda  WV NE 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

64 Estrididae 
Lonchura 
striata  

White-
rumped 
Munia    

Nithamba 
Sudu 
Weekurulla  BrR LC 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 

Mammals 

NO Family 
Scientific 
Name 

English 
Name 

Sinhala 
Name SpS CoS 

Sampling sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6   

1  Cercopithecidae Macaca sinica   

Sri Lanka 
toque 
monkey 

Sri Lanka 
Rilawa END LC 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2 Herpestidae Herpestes Brown Bora IND LC 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
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fuscus mongoose Mugatiya 

3 Mustelidae Lutra lutra  Otter Diya-balla IND VU 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

4 Viverridae 
Paradoxurus 
hermaphoditus   Palm civet Uguduwa IND LC 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

5 Suidae Sus scrofa  Wild boar Wal Ura IND LC 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

6 Tragulidae 
Moschiola 
meminna  

Sri Lanka 
mouse-
deer 

Sri Lanka 
Meminna END LC 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

7  Hystricidae Hystrix indica   Porcupine Ittewa IND LC 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

8 Sciuridae 
Funambulus 
palmarum  

Palm 
squirrel Leena IND LC 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

9 Sciuridae 
Ratufa 
macroura  

Giant 
squirrel 

Dandu-
leena IND LC 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

10 Leporidae Lepus nigricollis  
Black-
naped hare Wal Hawa IND LC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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Annex 04: The status of documented biodiversity during the study of 2015 – 2016 

Taxon Species 
Richnes
s 

No. 
endemic 
species 

No. 
threatened* 
species 

List of threatened* endemics 

Odonates 39 22 21 Libellago finalis  Sri Lanka Ultima Gem 

Libellago greeni  Sri Lanka Green's Gem 

Gomphidia pearsoni  Sri Lanka Rivulet Tiger 

Heliogomphus lyratus Sri Lanka Lyrate Grappletail 

Heliogomphus walli Sri Lanka Wall's Grappletail 

Microgomphus wijaya  Sri Lanka Wijaya's Scissortail 

Paragomphus henryi  Sri Lanka Brook Hooktail 

Tetrathemis yerburii Sri Lanka Yerbury's Elf 

Zygonyx iris  Sri Lankan Cascader 

Drepanosticta brincki Sri Lanka Brinck's Shadowdamsel 

Drepanosticta 
lankanensis  

Sri Lanka Drooping 
Shadowdamsel 

Drepanosticta nietneri Nietner's Shadowdamsel 

Platysticta apicalis  Sri Lanka Dark Forestdamsel 

Platysticta maculata  Sri Lanka Blurry Forestdamsel 

Elattoneura centralis  Sri Lanka Dark-glittering 
Threadtail 

Elattoneura tenax  Sri Lanka Redstriped Threadtail 

Butterflies 101 08 21 Baracus vittatus Hedge Hopper 

Celaenorrhinus 
spilothyrus 

Sri Lanka Black Flat  

Thoressa decorate Decorated Ace 

Idea iasonia Sri Lanka Tree Nymph 

Pachliopta jophon Sri Lanka Rose 

Eurema ormistoni Sri Lanka One-Spot Grass Yellow 

Freshwater 
Fish 

14 05 02 Garra ceylonensis Sri Lanka Stone Sucker 

Systomus pleurotaenia Sri Lanka Black-lined Barb 

Amphibians 16 11 07 Adenomus kelaartii  Kelaart's dwarf toad 

Ichthyophis 
pseudangularis  

Lesser yellow banded caecilian 

Zakerana kirtisinghei Kirtisinghe's frog 

Lankanectes corrugatus Corrugated water frog 

Pseudophilautus 
cavirostris  

Hollow-snouted Shrub Frog 

Pseudophilautus regius Polonnaruwa Shrub Frog 

Pseudophilautus 
sarasinorum  

Muller's Shrub Frog 

Reptiles 30 09 01 Bungarus ceylonicus Sri Lanka krait 

*Several species of Cnemaspis, Eutropis, Lankascincus and 
Nessia awaits species level identification thorough taxonomic 
surevy and could well be threatened endemics. 

Birds 85 07 + 05** 02 Columba torringtoniae Sri Lanka WoodPigeon 

Dicaeum vincens Sri Lanka White-throated 
Flowerpecker 

*The term “threatened” indicates Nationally “vulnerable (VU)”, “endangered (EN)” or “critically endangered (CR)” 
species according to MoE (2012). 
** Endemic + possibly endemic birds according to Weerakoon and Gunawardena (2012) 
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Summary statistics on the species richness of selected taxa in Hunuwela Estate as 

recorded by IUCN Sri Lanka (2012) 

Taxon Species 
Richnes
s 

No. 
endemic 
species 

No. 
threatened* 
species 

List of threatened* endemics 

Odonates 16 05 02 Gomphidia pearsoni  Sri Lanka Rivulet Tiger 

Microgomphus wijaya  Sri Lanka Wijaya's Scissortail 

Butterflies 47 01 00 None 

Freshwater 
Fish 

12 04 02 Systomus pleurotaenia Sri Lanka Black-lined Barb 

Amphibians 09 05 01 None 

Reptiles 24 06 01 None. 

Birds 75 06 + 05** 01 Dicaeum vincens Sri Lanka White-throated 
Flowerpecker 

*The term “threatened” indicates Nationally “vulnerable (VU)”, “endangered (EN)” or “critically endangered (CR)” 
species according to IUCN Sri Lanka & MOENR (2007). 
** Endemic + proposed endemic birds according to Kotagama and Ratnavira (2010)  
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Executive Summary  

Dilmah Conservation has commenced a programme to integrate the principles of biodiversity 

conservation into the management of their estates, in order to improve the sustainability of 

biological resources within and bordering the estates managed by the group. As an initial 

step, the MJF Group partnered with the International Union for Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) to develop a detailed inventory of the Estate’s biological resources.  

The latest biodiversity assessment by IUCN reveals that within the habitats of the Hunuwela 

Estate are found a suite of species, many of which are found only in Sri Lanka and some of 

which are threatened by extinction.  These data reveal that Hunuwela Estate provides a 

refuge for such species, including two globally threatened dragonflies (IUCN, 2016). 

Various conservation measures to protect the biodiversity of Hunuwela Estate have already 

been implemented by IUCN (IUCN, 2016). 

IUCN, in their project proposal to build on conservation activities already conducted, 

recommended an assessment of the natural areas of Hunuwela estate for ecotourism. This 

report addresses that recommendation.   

In this report, the definition of ecotourism and its foundation on the three pillars of 

conservation, local communities and interpretation/education are discussed.  

Even though ecotourism is the fastest growing sector of tourism, and is being used 

worldwide as a tool for conservation, there are concerns that it is not always based on the 

pillars listed above, and that there is much greenwashing attached to various ecotourism 

programmes.  

Given these concerns, this report uses the phrase sustainable tourism, which is much 

wider in its application, as it also includes adventure and cultural tourism, all of which do not 

damage the environment. Sustainable tourism ‘takes full account of its current and future 

economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, 

the environment and host communities’ (UNWTO, undated).  It recognises three facets that 

contribute to this sustainability — environment, economic and social — and also recognises 

that, to achieve sustainability, there has to be a balance among these three facets (UNEP, 

2013). 

The principles of sustainable tourism are then listed in a table.   

The fact that Hunuwela Estate is a refuge for many species makes it ideally positioned for 

marketing as a sustainable tourism destination.   

It is recommended that the sustainable tourism programme at Hunuwela Estate is conducted 

in two phases.  During Phase I, accommodation of day visitors should be commenced 

gradually. Three trails (easy, medium and hard hikes) — 1) the Dragonfly and Butterfly Trail 

(marketed as a specialist tour for visitors who like butterflies and dragonflies), where visitors 

can be taken to the sites where dragonflies are found, to pretty rock pools, en route seeing 

butterflies; 2) the Bird Trail, designed to be a trail of medium difficulty; and 3) Pettigala 

climb designed for serious hikers and will involve a morning's climb on rough terrain — are 

presented.   

Combined with any of the above, a cinnamon tour can be developed, which could involve a 

visit to a cinnamon grove and then to the factory where visitors will be able to see the 

process of cinnamon quills being made.   
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After a couple of years of thorough monitoring and assessment, if Phase I has been 

financially successful, yet has ensured that the natural habitats and species of the Estate are 

not being impacted, then a second phase of accommodating overnight/two-three day stays 

in bungalows can be commenced. 

Other tours to Ravana Kapolla (associated with the legend of Ravana and Rama) and 

Hunuwela village (associated with God Sumana Saman) can also be arranged during Phase 

II.   

However, there are a set of essential prerequisites for commencing a sustainable tourism 

programme at Hunuwela Estate. These are detailed and include hiring and training a 

naturalist; commitment and support from the upper management of the estate; repeated in-

house training of all staff on biodiversity conservation and sustainable management; building 

infrastructure for visitors; monitoring and evaluation; managing visitors — their numbers and 

behaviour; and managing communities.  

It is understood that large areas of old growth rubber trees (en route from the entrance to the 

proposed visitors’ centre) will be removed and replaced with cinnamon and other crops. It is 

strongly recommended that the sustainable tourism programme is commenced only after all 

replanting efforts are completed.   

Dilmah Conservation, has a strong track record of investing in biodiversity conservation, and 

it must ensure that when the Estate ventures into this new sector of sustainable tourism, all 

environmental safeguards are established and implemented as essential pre-conditions to 

executing such a programme.   
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Background and Introduction 

Sri Lanka has a range of terrestrial, aquatic, coastal and marine ecosystems, which are 

home to a diverse array of species, making it unique among other moderate-sized islands in 

the world for its rich biodiversity (MoMD&E, 2016). 

Yet, these ecosystems and the species within them are under threat from a gamut of 

anthropogenic threats, prime of which is habitat loss. Much of the island’s forests were 

cleared during British colonisation in the late 18th and 19th century, for the cultivation of 

monocultures: initially for coffee and then for tea and rubber. In the late 19th century, 84% of 

the island was under forest cover but the extent had dropped to 70% at the turn of the 

century. Post-independence, in the 1950s, there was only 44% of the extent of forests 

remaining. Between then, and the new millennium, the loss of forests was estimated to 

average a staggering 30,000 ha per year (IUCN, 2011), so that at the turn of the 21st 

century, there was only 23.88% left. 

With a growing human population and its ever-increasing demands for infrastructure, the 

practice of establishing protected areas, which are managed purely for the conservation, will 

not be sufficient to stem the loss of biodiversity in Sri Lanka and elsewhere in the world.  

Sustainable development — whose ‘overall goal . . . is the long-term stability of the economy 

and environment; . . . [with] . . .  the integration and acknowledgement of economic, 

environmental, and social concerns throughout the decision-making process’ — has now 

taken prominence (Emas, 2015). Given this need to balance development and conservation, 

it is now necessary to also manage sustainably areas — such as urban spaces and 

agricultural areas — that are used intensively by humans.  

To this end, ‘Dilmah Conservation, under the MJF Group, launched an initiative to improve 

the sustainability of biological resources within and bordering the estates managed by the 

group through the integration of biodiversity conservation principles into the management 

system of their estates. The first step of such an initiative was to develop a detailed inventory 

of the biological resources present within and immediately adjacent to their estates. To carry 

out this activity, the MJF group partnered with the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature (IUCN), the global authority on biodiversity conservation. Under this programme, 

IUCN conducted a rapid biodiversity appraisal of the group’s Hunuwela estate in 2012 to 

produce inventories of its biological resources, to identify priority conservation actions and to 

provide recommendations for sustainable agro-ecological practices within the estate’ (IUCN, 

2016). 

The latest biodiversity report reveals that within the habitats of the Hunuwela Estate are 

found 33% and 43% of the dragonfly and damselfly species and endemic dragonfly and 

damselfly species of Sri Lanka, respectively; and 41% of the butterfly species; 14% and 7% 

of the reptile species and endemic reptile species of Sri Lanka, respectively. In addition, both 

endemic and proposed endemic bird species from Hunuwela comprise 36% of that for the 

entire island (IUCN, 2016). Also recorded were three Critically Endangered, ten Endangered 

and 13 Vulnerable species (IUCN, 2016). Among the more significant observations were the 

presence of two globally endangered species of dragonfly, the Rivulet tiger (Gomphida 

pearsoni) and Wijaya’s scissortail (Micorgomphus wijaya), in the estate’s stream habitats.  
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Figure 1. Wijaya's Scissortail (Microgomphus wijaya)  
a globally threatened dragonfly found on the Estate  

(© Tharaka Priyadarshana) 
 

Two hundred and eighty-five species of flora were recorded, among them, 23 endemic 

species, and nine threatened species. These were found along the sides of streams and the 

remaining forest patches found within the estate (IUCN, 2016).  

According to botanical literature, the Critically Endangered plant Vatica lewisiana is also 

recorded from the Hunuwela kanda area (Kosterman, 1992), and is probably still found along 

the sides of streams within or adjacent to forested areas. Hunuwela is one of the three 

locations (Halgolla, Kiribathgala, Hunuwalakanda) in which this species found. IUCN (2012, 

2016) was not able to locate this plant during their surveys.  
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Figure 2. Vatica lewisiana a Critically Endangered plant recorded earlier on the Estate  
(© Sampath de A Goonatilake) 

 

In combination, these data reveal that Hunuwela Estate provides a refuge for species, many 

of which are found only in Sri Lanka and some of which are threatened by extinction. 

As an immediate means to conserve these two globally threatened invertebrates, several 

interventions — such as water and soil conservation measures, habitat improvement 

(planting trees and establishing shade plants to improve stream-side vegetation); 

establishing small check dams along streams to create aquatic habitats and to control water 

flow); water quality and quantity measurement and creation of awareness, as well as the 

publication of outreach materials — were carried out by IUCN. (See IUCN, 2016 for 

comprehensive information.)  

IUCN, in their project proposal to build on conservation activities already conducted, 

recommended an assessment of the natural areas of Hunuwela estate for ecotourism. 

Dilmah Conservation was very keen to highlight and expedite this recommendation and 

requested IUCN to follow it up. This report addresses that request.   

Ecotourism  

The term ecotourism was coined in 1983 by Héctor Ceballos-Lascuráin, a Mexican 

environmentalist who defined it as  

‘Ecotourism is that tourism that involves traveling to relatively undisturbed natural 

areas with the specific object of studying, admiring and enjoying the scenery and its 

wild plants and animals, as well as any existing cultural aspects (both past and 

present) found in these areas. Ecotourism implies a scientific, esthetic or 

philosophical approach, although the 'ecotourist' is not required to be a professional 

scientist, artist or philosopher. The main point is that the person who practices 

ecotourism has the opportunity of immersing him or herself in nature in a way that 

most people cannot enjoy in their routine, urban existences. This person will 

eventually acquire a consciousness and knowledge of the natural environment, 
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together with its cultural aspects, that will convert him into somebody keenly involved 

in conservation issues’ (Mader, 2005).   

IUCN officially adopted this definition during its 1st World Conservation Congress held in 

Montreal in October 1996 (Resolution CGR 1.67 'Ecotourism and Protected Area 

Conservation’) (Mader, 2005).  

The International Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism as ‘responsible travel to natural 

areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and 

involves interpretation and education’ (TIES, 2015).   

Therefore, ecotourism is founded on the three pillars of conservation, local communities and 

interpretation/education (TIES, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 3. The three pillars on which ecotourism is founded 

 

Ecotourism is based on three main principles. It   

 is non-consumptive / non-extractive; 

 creates an ecological conscience; and 

 holds eco-centric values and ethics in relation to nature (TIES, 2016). 
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Box 1. Principles of Ecotourism 

(Extracted directly from Patterson, 2002) 

Patterson (2002), writing about the ‘Business of Ecotourism’ notes that any company engaging in ecotourism 

must: 

 

 ‘Have a low impact upon a protected area’s natural resources and recreation techniques; 

 Involve stakeholders (individuals, communities, ecotourists, tour operators and government institutions) 
in the planning, development, implementation and monitoring phases; 

 Limit visitation to areas, either by limiting group size and/or by the number of groups taken to an area in 
a season; 

 Support the work of conservation groups preserving the natural area on which the experience is based; 

 Orient customers on the region to be visited; 

 Hire local people and buys supplies locally, where possible; 

 Recognise that nature is a central element to the tourist experience; 

 Use guides trained in interpretation of scientific or natural history; 

 Ensure that wildlife is not harassed; and  

 Respect the privacy and culture of local people. 

 

 

Even though ecotourism is the fastest growing sector of tourism, and is being used 

worldwide as a tool for conservation, there is ‘growing concern that ecotourism activities are 

failing to protect communities and natural areas due to commercial greenwashing and 

inadequate management, monitoring, and resources’ 

(https://annaspenceley.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/raising-the-bar-for-ecotourism-iucn-joins-

effort-to-align-ecotourism-with-conservation-goals/). 

Given the concerns stated above, and the negative connotations that are sometimes raised 

with the use of the term ‘ecotourism’, it is better to use the phrase sustainable tourism, 

which is much wider in its application, as it also includes adventure and cultural tourism, all 

of which do not damage the environment (Kiper, 2013).  

 

https://annaspenceley.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/raising-the-bar-for-ecotourism-iucn-joins-effort-to-align-ecotourism-with-conservation-goals/
https://annaspenceley.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/raising-the-bar-for-ecotourism-iucn-joins-effort-to-align-ecotourism-with-conservation-goals/
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Figure 4. Conceptual model of tourism by Eriksson and Kiper 
(Source: Eriksson,2003 in Kiper, 2013) 

 

Sustainable tourism ‘takes full account of its current and future economic, social and 

environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment and 

host communities’ (UNWTO, undated).  It recognises three facets that contribute to this 

sustainability — environment, economic and social — and also recognises that, to achieve 

sustainability, there has to be a balance among these three facets (UNEP, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 5. Conceptual model of tourism by UNEP 
(Source: UNEP, 2013) 
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Sustainable tourism has a different set of principles as shown in the table below. 

Table 1. Principles of Sustainable Tourism 
(Source: Taken directly from Blamey, 2011) 

1. Using resources 

sustainably 

The conservation and sustainable use of resources — natural, social, cultural — is 

crucial and makes long-term business sense.  

2. Reducing over 

consumption and waste 

Reduction of over-consumption and waste avoids the costs of restoring long-term 

environmental damage and contributes to the quality of tourism.  

3. Maintaining 

Biodiversity 

Maintaining and promoting natural, social, and cultural diversity is essential for long-

term sustainable tourism, and creates a resilient base for the industry. 

4. Integrating tourism 

into planning 

Tourism development which is integrated into a national and local strategic planning 

framework and which undertakes environmental impact assessments, increase the 

long-term viability of tourism. 

5. Supporting local 

economies 

Tourism that supports a wide range of local economic activities and which takes 

environmental costs and values into account, both protects these economies and 

avoids environmental damage. 

6. Involving local 

communities 

The full involvement of local communities in the tourism sector not only benefits them 

and the environment but also improves the quality of the tourism experience 

7. Consulting 

stakeholders and the 

public 

Consultation between the tourism industry and local communities, organizations and 

institutions is essential if they are to work alongside each other and resolve potential 

conflicts of interest. 

Training Staff Staff training which integrates sustainable tourism into work practices, along with 

recruitment of personnel at all levels, improves the quality of the tourism product. 

9. Marketing tourism 

responsibly 

Marketing that provides tourists with full and responsible information increases 

respect for the natural, social and cultural environments of destination areas and 

enhances customer satisfaction. 

10. Undertaking 

research 

Ongoing research and monitoring by the industry using effective data collection and 

analysis is essential to help solve problems and bring benefits to destinations, the 

industry and consumers. 

 

Therefore, in this report, the phrase sustainable tourism will be used instead of ecotourism. 

Before commencing a programme on sustainable tourism, the Estate management 

must ensure that it is committed for principles listed above. 
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Recommendations for Sustainable Tourism at the Hunuwela Estate 

Although rubber, tea and other crops extend over nearly 90% of the Estate, there are 

patches of grasslands, secondary forests and degraded riverine forests (IUCN, 2016). Within 

these natural habitats, were found a suite of species, many of them endemic, and including 

two globally endangered species of dragonfly (IUCN, 2016).  

 
Table 2. Fauna recorded on the Hunuwela Estate 

(Source: IUCN, 2016) 

Taxonomic 

Group 

Recorded from Hunuwela Estate 

Total Endemic % of Endemic Migrant Exotic CR EN VU NT 

Dragonflies 39 21 54 0 0 5 10 5 5 

Butterflies 104 9 9 0 1 3 10 11 6 

Crabs 1 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fishes 13 5 38 0 1 0 1 1 3 

Amphibians 17 12 71 0 0 0 4 3 4 

Reptiles 25 8 32 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Birds 85 13 15 6 1 0 0 2 6 

Mammals 32 5 16 0 5 1 6 2 3 

Total 317 74 23 6 8 9 31 25 28 

 

The fact that Hunuwela Estate harbours so many species makes it ideally positioned for 

marketing as a sustainable tourism destination.   

It is recommended that the Sustainable tourism programme at Hunuwela Estate is 

conducted in two phases.   

Phase I 

In Phase I, a slow accommodation of day visitors should be commenced. After the 

prerequisites in the following section (Essential Prerequisites for Commencing a Sustainable 

Tourism Programme at Hunuwela Estate) are established, implemented and well in place, 

then day visitors should be allowed to choose from the following trails: 

The Dragonfly and Butterfly Trail 

This should be designed to be an easy trail. This trail should be about 45 minutes to one 

hour in total, involving a short, easy walk and can commence when the sun is fully up 

around 10.30 or 11 am. The visitor can be taken to the sites where dragonflies are found, 

to pretty rock pools (sites 3 and 4 marked on the figure below). En route, they can be 

shown butterflies. This should be marketed as a specialist tour for visitors who like 

butterflies and dragonflies.  
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Figure 6. Rock pool (Site # 3) in which dragonflies can be found 
(© Sriyanie Miththapala) 

 

 

 
Figure 7. The Plum Judy (Abisara echerius) is found commonly along sides of streams  

and in forested areas 
 (© Tharaka Priyadarshana) 
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Table 3. Dragonflies and butterflies found on the premises of the Hunuwela Estate 

(Source: IUCN, 2016) 

Species Total number observed  Number endemic Number threatened 

Dragonflies and 

damselflies 

39 22 20 

Butterflies 104 9 24 

 

Table 4. Endemic and Threatened dragonflies and damselflies recorded  
from the Hunuwela estate  

(Source: IUCN, 2016; CR: Critically Endangered; EN: Endangered) 

Common name Scientific name Species 

Status 

Conservation 

Status 

Pale-faced Forestskimmer Cratilla lineata  Indigenous EN 

Sri Lanka Brinck's Shadowdamsel Drepanosticta brincki Endemic CR 

Sri Lanka Drooping Shadowdamsel 

Drepanosticta 

lankanensis  Endemic CR 

Nietner's  Shadwdamsel Ceylonosticta nietneri Endemic CR 

Sri Lanka Redstriped Threadtail Elattoneura tenax  Endemic EN 

Rivulte Tiger  Gomphidia pearsoni Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Lyrate Grappletail Heliogomphus lyratus Endemic CR 

Sri Lanka Nietner's Grappletail Heliogomphus nietneri Endemic CR 

Sri Lanka Wall's Grappletail Heliogomphus walli Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Green's Gem Libellago greeni  Endemic EN 

Wijaya's Scissortail Macrogomphus wijaya Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Brook Hooktail Paragomphus henryi  Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Dark Forestdamsel Platysticta apicalis  Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Blurry Forestdamsel Platysticta maculata  Endemic EN 

Sri Lanka Yerbury's Elf Tetrathemis yerburii Endemic EN 
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Table 5. Endemic and Threatened butterflies recorded from the Hunuwela Estate 

(Source: IUCN, 2016; CR: Critically Endangered; EN: Endangered; VU: Vulnerable; LC: Least 
Concern) 

Common name Scientific name Species 

Status 

Conservation 

Status 

Hedge Hopper Baracus vittatus Endemic VU 

Black flat  Celaenorrhinus spilothyrus Endemic VU 

Decorated Ace Thoressa decorata Endemic EN 

Tree nymph Idea iasonia  Endemic VU 

Blue oakleaf Kallima philarchus  Endemic EN 

Ceylon rose Pachliopta jophon  Endemic EN 

Common birdwing / Ceylon 

birdwing Troides darsius  

Endemic 

LC 

Lesser albatross Appias galane Endemic LC 

One-spot grass yellow Eurema ormistoni Endemic VU 

 

The Bird Trail  

This should be designed to be a trail of medium difficulty, lasting for a total of about two 

hours.  For this trail, visitors should be at the Estate around 7.00 am when the sun is 

coming up, to both hike and observe birds. The Estate should provide water bottles. 

 

Table 6. Birds found on the premises of the Hunuwela Estate 
(Source: IUCN, 2016) 

Species Total number 

observed  

Number endemic Number of 

migratory 

species 

Number threatened 

Birds  86 13 6 2 
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Table 7. Endemic and Threatened butterflies recorded from the Hunuwela Estate 
(Source: IUCN, 2016; VU: Vulnerable; NT: Near Threatened LC: Least Concern) 

 

Common name Scientific name  Species status Conservation 

status 

Sri Lanka Junglefowl Gallus lafayetii  Endemic LC 

Sri Lanka Grey Hornbill   Ocyceros gingalensis  Endemic LC 

Sri Lanka Wood Pigeon Columba torringtoniae Endemic VU 

Pompadour Green-pigeon   Treron pompadora  Endemic LC 

Sri Lanka Legge’s 

Flowerpecker    Dicaeum vincens  

Endemic VU 

Sri Lanka Greater Flameback   Chrysocolaptes stricklandi Endemic LC 

Sri Lanka Hanging Parakeet   Loriculus beryllinus  Endemic LC 

Sri Lanka Layard’s Parakeet   Psittacula calthropae  Endemic NT 

Sri Lanka Yellow-fronted 

Barbet   Megalaima flavifrons  

Endemic LC 

Crimson-fronted Barbet   Psilapogon rubricapilla  Endemic LC 

Common Woodshrike    Tephrodornis pondicerianus  

Proposed 

Endemic 

LC 

Red-rumped Swallow    Hirundo daurica  

Proposed 

Endemic 

LC 

Black-crested Bulbul    Pycnonotus melanicterus  

Proposed 

Endemic 

LC 

Brown Shrike Lanius cristatus  Migrant Not assessed 

Grey Wagtail  Motacilla cineria Migrant Not assessed 

Asian Brown Flycatcher Muscicapa latirostris  Migrant Not assessed 

Brown-breasted Flycatcher Muscicapa muttui Migrant Not assessed 

Asian Paradise Flycatcher  Terpsiphone paradisi   

Indian Pitta  Pitta brachyura Migrant Not assessed 
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Figure 8. Sri Lanka Legges Flowerpecker (Dicaeum vincens) a bird seen on the Estate  
((© Sampath de A Goonatilake)
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A map of the above locations and trails is presented below.  

 

Figure 9. Map of the estate with trails and locations mentioned in the text  
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Pettigala climb 

Pettigala is a hill shaped like a box that belongs to the Bambarabotuwa range of hills.  

This trail should be designed for serious hikers and will involve a morning's climb on 

rough terrain.  The Estate should provide a packed breakfast and visitors should be at 

the estate when the sun rises.  (This proposed tour is not marked on the map as it is 

outside the boundaries of the Estate.)  

 

 

Figure 10. Pettigala, for the serious hiker  
(© Sriyanie Miththapala) 

 

Visit to the Cinnamon Factory 

Combined with any of the above, a cinnamon tour can be developed, which could involve 

a visit to a cinnamon grove and then to the factory where visitors will be able to see the 

process of cinnamon quills being made.  (See map on previous page for location.) 
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Figure 11.Cinnamon processing at the factory 
(© Sriyanie Miththapala)  

Each of these proposed trails must be fleshed out and details provided as shown in the 

example presented in Annexe 1.   

Phase II 

After a couple of years of thorough monitoring and assessment (See point 5 of the section 

below on prerequisites), if Phase I has been financially successful, yet has ensured that the 

natural habitats and species of the Estate are not being impacted, then a second phase of 

accommodating overnight/two-three day stays in bungalows can be commenced. 

Other tours to Ravana Kapolla and Hunuwela village can also be arranged during Phase II.   

The Estate is situated in the foot hills of the Hunuwela-kabaragala mountain range, 

specifically Asamana Kande or Ravana Kapolla (see figure below). Many of the streams that 

flow through the Estate originate in Asamana Kande (CTS, 2015).   

The Ravana kapolla has been associated with the legend of Rama and Ravana.  Ravana 

was a legendary king of Lanka, who captured Rama’s consort Sita and hid her in Sri Lanka.  

Legend says that Rama found Ravana in the Balanagoda hills, knelt on and shot an arrow at 
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Ravana. The arrow missed Ravana and instead sliced the hill, leaving a large visible notch, 

which is called the Ravana kapolla.  It is said that the arrow passed through the hill, and 

landed in a field which caught fire, blackening the soil  

(https://ronsen150855.wordpress.com/2010/04/29/legend-of-the-ravana-kapolla/). 

 

 

 

View of Pettigala and Ravana Kapolla from the Macadamia Orchard at Hunuwela Estate 
(© Sampath de A. Goonatilake) 

 

Hunuwela village is linked with the legends of God Sumana Saman. 

 

 

https://ronsen150855.wordpress.com/2010/04/29/legend-of-the-ravana-kapolla/
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Essential Prerequisites for Commencing a Sustainable Tourism 

Programme at Hunuwela Estate  

Hiring and Training a Naturalist 

The following text is extracted directly and summarised from Miththapala, 2011a.  

The naturalist plays a pivotal role in [sustainable tourism]. Often, his or her responsibilities 

are limited to promoting tours and bringing in income from these tours . . .  This [must not] be 

the limit of the naturalist’s responsibilities, which must be expanded to ensure that 

sustainable management [of Hunuwela Estate] is integrated into daily management.  

His/ her responsibilities include 

i) In-house training: 

The naturalist must create awareness about among all staff of the Estate regarding  

 General information about biodiversity loss (in particular, the loss of 

ecosystem services) which will affect the staff themselves; 

 General information about key issues related to the environment: 

overexploitation, habitat destruction, pollution, invasive alien species and 

climate change. In relation to habitat destruction, pollution, the spread of 

invasive alien species and climate change, the staff must also be made aware 

of what they can do to reduce the impact of these threats — such as learning 

to recognise and remove invasive alien species; and refraining from 

incineration as a means of disposing of garden waste. 

 Actions taken by IUCN to conserve the biodiversity found on the Estate, in 

particular, the conservation of threatened and/or endemic species; 

 Actions taken by IUCN to prevent soil erosion on the Estate;  

 Actions taken by IUCN to conserve the watershed of the Estate; and  

 The proposed programme of sustainable tourism and its potential negative 

impacts that will ensue, if unregulated and carried out without safeguards1.  

This training must be repeated routinely and often, and the naturalist must devise a 

method of checking that all staff know certain key features about and contribute to the 

sustainable management and sustainable tourism programme on the Estate.  

ii) Community training 

 The naturalist should be instrumental in creating awareness among 

villages in and around the estate about key issues related to the 

environment: overuse of resources, habitat destruction, pollution, invasive 

alien species and climate change and what they can and should do to 

mitigate these threats. 

 The naturalist should be responsible for training and engaging local 

persons who can be used as tour guides. This training must include 

                                                           
1
 The lack of training of Estate staff has had a direct bearing on conservation actions taken by IUCN. For 

example, shade trees planted along stream banks have been pruned by estate staff, because of the lack of 
knowledge.   
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learning appropriate behaviour that will not damage habitats of affect 

species (See Box 1).   

 Spearheading and implementing small community-based environment-

related projects (such as solid waste management programmes) should 

also be part of the naturalist’s responsibilities. 

iii) Briefing tourists before they go on a tour 

Before a tour, the naturalist must give a briefing to all visitors, providing 

background information regarding the Estate, the biodiversity of the Estate and 

conservation actions taken to protect the watershed and species. At this briefing, 

it is also necessary that the naturalist provides a list of what is permitted and not 

within the tour, to prevent irresponsible behaviour that will result in damage to 

habitats and species. (See Box 4.)   

iv) Collection of data  

The naturalist will be in an ideal position to build on the baseline studies 

conducted by IUCN (2012, 2016) by collecting data on species and habitats. 

Through such continuing study, inter alia seasonal changes in diversity can be 

discerned.  

v) Monitoring and evaluation 

The naturalist must also be responsible for collating, analysing and monitoring 

the impacts of visitors on the biodiversity of the Estate and also on ongoing 

conservation activities on the Estate, so that immediate remedial measures can 

be taken. (See next point.) 

It is strongly recommended that when such a naturalist is hired for the programme, joint 

interviews, with IUCN also represented on the interview panel, be conducted. IUCN can then 

be tasked to train the naturalist to ensure that he/she has the capability to carry out the 

above listed activities.  

Commitment and Support from the Upper Management of the Estate 

For a sustainable tourism programme, that includes the principles listed in Table 1, 

sustained commitment and support from upper management is critical for success. The 

Estate Manager will be central to the process of commencing and carrying through a 

sustainable tourism programme. In order to do this, he must  

 be cognizant of and willing to practise the tenets of sustainable tourism presented in 

the second section of this report;  

 be knowledgeable about the general threats to the natural world and what can be 

done to mitigate those threats;  

 be mindful of and support fully the actions taken by IUCN to conserve the biodiversity 

and watershed of the Hunuwela Estate; and  

 supervise and oversee the monitoring of visitor numbers and behaviour, once the 

programme has commenced.  

‘He must function as the custodian not only of the [Estate’s] built infrastructure, its assets, its 

staff and its operations, but also as the custodian of its natural environment and natural 
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infrastructure. Lower level staff must see that the management is serious about sustainable 

management of its environs and promoting sustainable tourism, otherwise the programme 

will disintegrate into a greenwashing exercise’ (Miththapala, 2001a). 

Staff Training  

Repeated in-house training of all staff — from executives to minor staff — commenced by 

IUCN and then taken over by the naturalist, is a key process for a successful programme. 

Staff must know about the proposed programme before it is started; know what their roles 

will be; and understand why sustainable management is important for their daily life and for 

the Estate (Miththapala, 2011a).  

 Infrastructure for Visitors 

Before the commencement of a sustainable tourism programme, the following infrastructure 

needs to be built. These buildings should be designed so that they to promote sustainable 

development and be examples of green buildings. 

A kiosk at the entrance 

This kiosk must be equipped with a knowledgeable person selling tickets, and handing out 

leaflets showing accepted trails. It must also have toilet facilities and bins for separating solid 

waste (including a bin for recycling leaflets). It is here that the tour guides will be stationed, 

ready to accompany and direct visitors to the visitors’ centre, where they will be given a 

thorough briefing.  

Visitors’ Centre  

The purpose of this visitors’ centre is to provide detailed information related inter alia to the 

Estate; its commitment to sustainable management; the trails along which the visitors will 

walk or hike. The information provided must highlight inter alia why this Estate is important 

for biodiversity conservation; what are the habitats and species they may see as well as 

relevant history; what visitors should and should not do while hiking.  

The visitors’ centre should also have toilet facilities.   

It is important that the visitor is the focus in the visitors’ centre. ‘[Visitor centres] used to be 

cases full of dead butterflies on pins. The visitor had the privilege of trying to decipher 

spidery, faded, handwritten labels giving only Latin names and no interpretation. In the past 

50 years, exhibits have evolved tremendously, and now the visitor is the focus. Exhibits are 

based upon the visitor experience and how a message is communicated . . . Visitors 

remember experiences, not graphic panels’ (Taylor Studios Inc., 2016). To this end, modern 

interactive exhibits of computers and TV must be established, rather than resorting to skulls 

and stuffed animals.  

Outreach material already produced by IUCN can be also exhibited in this centre. (See 

Annex 2).  

A possible location for the Visitors’ Centre is marked on Figure 9.   

Mini Restaurant 

Visitors will need a place to eat and relax. Ideally, this should be sited near the Visitors’ 

Centre.  
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Parking  

Parking facilities will also be needed.  This will be based on a prior assessment of how many 

visitors can be accommodated within the property at a given time. (See point 5.)  Again, 

ideally this should be cited in the garden of the Visitors Centre.  (See Figure 9.)  

 
Box 2. Guidelines for construction of additional infrastructure for sustainable tourism 

(Sources: extracted directly and summarised from IUCN, 2006; Miththapala, 2011a and 2011b) 

Avoid excessive habitat destruction 

 Avoid clearing ecologically sensitive sites identified by IUCN (2012, 2016);  

 Avoid building on/filling watershed areas; 

 Minimise destruction by clearing only the essential, minimal area for each building; 

 Ensure that natural water courses and watershed areas are not blocked by construction or construction 
debris; and  

 Make efforts to restore and conserve ecosystems as part of the reconstruction process. For example, 
when soil is dug up, replace it in the same area; and/or ensure that the area round a parking lot is 
replanted. 

Avoid overexploitation  

 Source timber from plantation forests, and not from natural forests and/or protected areas or else, re-
use timber; 

 Ensure that sand is not obtained illegally; 

 Use locally sourced building material;  

 Use rainwater harvesting as a demonstration to conserve fresh water; and  

 In toilets, install dual-flush, water-saving cisterns and reduce the need for fresh water. (If these cannot 
be purchased, install a 500 ml or 1 litre plastic bottle of water in each cistern to reduce the water needed 
for each flush.)  and  

 Never serve products of protected species in the mini restaurant.  

Reduce pollution
2
 

 Provide bins for recycling solid waste; and strictly enforce a solid waste management programme for 
visitors and kitchen staff; 

 Start a compost pit for biodegradable solid waste;  

 Ensure that all cleaning agents used in the kitchen are certified as biodegradable and non-persistent; 

 Pest control services will be needed for the restaurant. Ensure that the Estate knows what its pest 
control service uses as chemicals for rodent and crawling insect control. The service must be made to 

use non-persistent pyrethroids
3
 which are non-persistent, which means they break down once used and 

therefore, do not cause lasting damage to the water and soil; 

 Dilute cleaning agents before use; 

 Eliminate the use of straws, plastic cups and water bottles which are not recyclable; and  

 Reduce chemical pollution by using latex or water-based paints, finishes and varnishes rather than oil-
based paints when painting newly constructed or refurbished buildings. These are less harmful to the 
water courses on the Estate; 

 Ensure that sewage and grey water are disposed of responsibly. (Ideally, ensure that sewage and waste 
water is treated before being discharged.) 

 Reduce contributing to global warming 

 Use light coloured paints to reflect light; 

 Construct buildings to make maximum use of daylight; and  

 Use solar panels to generate electricity. If this is not feasible due to the weather and cost, reduce use of 
electricity with LED bulbs. 

  

                                                           
2
 Ceylon Tea Services PLC is already taking steps in relation to waste management, according to Dilmah’s latest sustainability 

report (CTS, 2015).  
3
 Pyrethroids are natural pesticides found in the Chrysanthemum family. 
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Bungalow(s) for Phase II 

To provide accommodation for overnight stays, a bungalow/bungalow will have to be 

constructed/ renovated with reference to the guidelines listed in Box 2. To cater to the feel of 

a visit to a national park, a bungalow keeper/cook should be made available with each 

bungalow and guests given an option of bringing their own provisions or eating what is 

provided in the bungalow.  

In these bungalows too, a responsible solid waste management must be commenced and 

continued. Guests should be advised against certain behaviour that would disrupt the peace 

and quiet of the area.  

Visitor Management 

A prerequisite of paramount importance is setting up safeguards to manage visitor numbers 

and visitor behaviour.   

Managing Visitor Numbers  

‘It is ironic that one of the greatest threats to national parks [and other areas visited under 

the umbrella of sustainable tourism] is commonly seen as their increasing popularity. To 

many observers, [these areas], at least in some places and at some times, are crowded, and 

this detracts from the quality of the visitor experience. Moreover, natural and cultural 

resources can be degraded by excessive visitor use’ (Manning, 2002).  

To this end, it is crucial to assess how many visitors should be accommodated at a 

given time in the Hunuwela Estate before a sustainable tourism programme is 

commenced.  

Every natural area has its own carrying capacity4 for its organisms. Similarly, the World 

Tourism Organization (1981) defined tourism carrying capacity as ‘the maximum number of 

people that may visit a tourist destination at the same time, without causing destruction of 

the physical, economic, socio-cultural environment and an unacceptable decrease in the 

quality of visitors' satisfaction’ (EC, 2002). For many years, this metric was used to assess 

the negative impacts of tourists on natural areas visited. Carrying capacity has now been 

superseded by a plethora of assessment frameworks such as Visitor Experience and 

Resource Protection (VERP) (which relies on the formulation of indicators and standards of 

quality of natural/cultural resources and the visitor experience); Acceptable Visitor Load 

(AVL); and Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) (Mbaiwa et al., 2008).  

Whatever form of assessment is used, a rigorous framework that sets thresholds, identifies 

indicators, monitors visitor activities, formulates corrective action(s), and monitors impacts of 

such corrective action will be essential. (See figure below.) 

 

                                                           
4
 The carrying capacity of a species in an environment ‘is the maximum population size of the species that the environment 

can sustain indefinitely, given the food, habitat, water, and other necessities available in the environment. In population 

biology, carrying capacity is defined as the environment's maximal load’ (Hui, 2006). 
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Figure 12. Visitor impact assessment chart 
(Source: Hadwen et al., 2008) 
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Box 3. The impact of over-visitation  
 

A prime example of the impacts of uncontrolled visitation is seen in Yala National Park, where, since the 

cessation of the war, visitor numbers have been steadily increasing.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Increasing number of tourists in Yala National Park  
(Source: SLTDA, 2015) 

This results in traffic jams in the Park; decreased visitor satisfaction (ref) and likely disruption to the normal 

behaviour patterns of animals. 

 

Figure 14. A traffic jam in Yala National Park  
(© Chamara Amarasinghe) 
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Managing Visitor Behaviour 
 

Box 4. Guidelines for preventing damage to the environment from irresponsible behaviour of 
visitors 

(Source: Extracted and summarised from Miththapala, 2011b) 
 

Overexploitation 

 Prevent hunting and destruction of rare and threatened species and natural resources to make 
souvenirs and for use as tourist attractions. To this end, community tour guides must be trained 
thoroughly not to promote but to prevent such activities.  

 Species — such as native and endemic orchids and freshwater fish — are often collected for tourists. 
This should be prohibited. All native orchids and many of Sri Lanka’s freshwater fish are protected by 
law. Again, ensure that tour guides do not engage in this kind of behaviour.  

 There is a danger that the focus may be concentrated on showing fauna and flora to tourists, primarily to 
generate money. When this happens, this conservation of flora and fauna and habitats is sacrificed. 
Training tour guides to avoid this trap is of paramount importance.  

 Certain species have gone from being little known or valued by local people to being highly valued 
commodities by tourists and this leads to overexploitation. 
 

Over-visitation and attendant problems 

 Ensure that the number of tourists at a given time is controlled to avoid the problems seen in various 
national parks, in particular, Yala National park. Although sustainable tourism is meant for small groups, 
even a small increase in visitors, however temporary, puts extra pressure on habitats as this increase 
necessitates the development of additional infrastructure and amenities. 

 Ensure that hiking off dedicated paths and hacking pathways to walk into a forest and clearing foliage 
in order to clear a new path are prohibited. This not only degrades the habitat but also causes soil 

erosion.  

 Road kills—  because of careless driving —  are now becoming common all over the country.  Visitors 
must be instructed at the entrance to drive slowly within the Estate.  

 

Pollution 

 Ensure this new programme does not pollute the surrounds. 
o Actively train communities and staff to dispose of waste responsibly. 

 Ensure that there is solid waste management. 
 Ensure that an effort is being made to reduce, reuse and recycle waste. 
 Ensure that solid waste that is not reused and recycled is disposed of responsibly and 

not dumped in the surrounds. 
 Ensure that incineration is not used as a method of waste disposal, as this 
 contributes to global warming and air pollution.  

o Actively educate tourists to ensure that the sustainable tourism programme does not add solid 
waste and water pollution to the Estate.  

 Prevent visitors from bathing in rock pools as that contributes to water pollution and 
also disrupts and damages aquatic habitats.  

 Ensure that tourists are provided with places in which they can dispose responsibly of 
their trash.  
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Box 5. Guidelines for visitor behaviour  
(Sources: Jetwing, Hotels, 2011; Miththapala, 2011b) 

 
Tourism can place heavy, additional stresses on an environment already seriously overused and overstretched.  

Irresponsible behaviour by tourists can cause serious damage to habitats and species in natural habitats.  

The following guidelines should be displayed prominently in the visitor’s centre.  

 For bird watching, avoid bright coloured clothes earth-coloured clothes — browns and dull greens —  
are the most suitable.  Birds can see colour and they fly away when they see bright colours.  

 Avoid sudden movement and loud voices.  Point rather than speak when you spot a bird or animal.  

 Please follow the instructions that your tour guide gives you.  

 Follow the path given and do not stray away from it. Doing so damages the natural habitats.  

 Please do not crowd or annoy animals to get the perfect photograph. 

 Do not climb into, bathe or paddle in natural rock pools or streams.  This disturbs natural habitats.  

 Do not feed fish or other animals.  

 Please do not pick plants or collect specimens, even empty shells or feathers.   

 Sustainable tourism is for appreciating nature and culture.  Please refrain from smoking or drinking 
when you are on a tour of the Estate.   

 Please be responsible when disposing of trash and only dispose of it in designated places.  
 

Take only photographs, steal only time, leave only footprints – Anon 

 

Managing Community Behaviour   

Another prerequisite for establishing a sustainable tourism programme in the Hunuwela 

Estate would be the management of community behaviour. Behaviour that poses threats to 

the conservation of biodiversity, inter alia to sensitive habitats (such as the rock pools and 

streams in which threatened species are found); or threatened and protected species, will 

defeat the purpose of sustainable management of the Estate.  

To this end, a targeted awareness programme for the commuinity carried out by the 

naturalist is critically needed. The naturalist will have to effect this diplomatically, ensuring 

that communities themselves provide alternatives to behaviours that pose threats to 

biodiversity.  

 

Box 6. Guidelines for preventing damage to the environment from behaviour of communities 
(Source: IUCN, 2016, personal observations)  

Habitat destruction and degradation 

 IUCN (2016) has identified, as the main threat to the biodiversity of the Hunuwela Estate, habitat 
destruction of stream banks through clearing for encroachment. IUCN is engaged currently in restoration 
of some of these stream banks. Communities not only need to made aware of these efforts but also 
guided to prevent such destruction.   

 Illegal gem mining is ongoing in in several locations of the estate (IUCN, 2016). Gem mining scars 
stream beds causing changes in the depth of water columns and siltation, altering the quantity and 
quality of fresh water reaching downstream. This has impacts not only on aquatic flora and fauna but 
also on humans. 

 

Overexploitation 

 Prevent hunting of animal species in within the Estate and along the proposed trails. IUCN (2016) 
reports that wild boar, barking deer, and mouse deer are hunted for food by communities surrounding 
the Estate.  Quite apart from the fact that both barking deer and mouse deer are protected by law, traps 
and traps guns laid to trap these species can be dangerous if encountered by visitors.  
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Pollution 

 Ensure that the watershed is not polluted. It was observed that currently, site 3, in which is found the two 
globally threatened dragonflies listed in the introduction, is used by both local visitors and communities 
for bathing.   

 

 

Figure 15. Community members bathing in a rock pool on the Hunuwela Estate, where two 
species of globally threatened dragonflies are found 

(© Sriyanie Miththapala) 
 

In addition, it was observed that trishaws are being washed in this pool.  

 

 

Figure 16. A community member washing a trishaw in a rock pool on the Hunuwela Estate, 
where two species of globally threatened dragonflies are found 

(© Sriyanie Miththapala) 
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Such bathing and washing of vehicles adds both soap and oil among other pollutants to the water. Dragonflies 

lay their eggs and are found near clean, fresh water and the addition of pollutants damages the water quality for 

these species. At this site, both the Rivulet tiger (Gomphida pearsoni) and Wijaya’s scissortail (Microgomphus 

wijaya) were found, so these actions further endanger these globally threatened species. In addition, bathers 

could trample or even by their presence disturb nesting and refuging sites of various animals.  

Also observed at this site, is solid waste pollution.  

 

Figure 17. Solid waste pollution in a rock pool on the Hunuwela Estate, where two species of 
globally threatened dragonflies are found 

(© Sriyanie Miththapala) 
 

Solid waste in flowing streams can clog the natural flow of water.   

 

 

Commencing the Sustainable Tourism Programme after the Replacement of 
Rubber with Cinnamon and Other Crops is completed  

It is understood that large areas of old growth rubber trees (en route from the entrance to the 

proposed visitor centre) will be removed and replaced with cinnamon and other crops.  

During this process of removal and replanting, there will be disruption, with equipment (such 

as tractors for removing cut trees) and workers plying the Estate roads. In addition, the 

visual impact when trees are removed is unsuitable when promoting a sustainable tourism 

programme.   

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the programme is commenced only after all 

replanting efforts are completed.   
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Conclusion 

In Sri Lanka, there were 1,798,380 tourist arrivals in 2015, with an increase of 17.8% from 

the previous year and was the third largest source of foreign exchange earner of the national 

economy last year (SLTDA, 2015). These figures do not account for local tourists, whose 

numbers are also increasing.   

During the last decade, there has been a growing shift in the management of establishments 

for tourists, where attempts are being made to bring some environmental safeguards into 

daily management.  An EU funded project — Greening Sri Lankan Hotels — under the 

Switch Asia Programmes assessed that 300 large, medium and small hotels 86% were 

using energy saving lighting; 27% were using solar panels for heating water; 70% had dual-

flush toilets; 59% were engaging in solid waste management; and 27% had sewage 

treatment plants (Miththapala, 2013).  

At the same time, however, many companies that profess to be engaged in sustainable 

management are simply engaging in ‘greenwashing’5, and ‘much of what is marketed as 

ecotourism is simply conventional mass tourism wrapped in a thin veneer of green’  

(http://www.untamedpath.com/eco-tours/greenwashing-travel.shtml ). 

Therefore, Dilmah Conservation, with its strong track record of investing in biodiversity 

conservation, must ensure that when it ventures into this new sector of sustainable tourism, 

all environmental safeguards (listed in the section above) are established and implemented 

as essential pre-conditions to executing such a programme.   

 

 

                                                           
5
 ‘Greenwashing is the practice of making an unsubstantiated or misleading claims about the 

environmental benefits of a product, service, technology or company practice. Greenwashing can 
make a company appear to be more environmentally friendly than it really is.’ (TechTarget, undated)  
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Annex 1. Sample of detailed excursion information 
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Annex 2. Outreach materials produced by IUCN which can be displayed at the Visitors’ Centre  

 

 

a) Leaflet (all three languages are available) 
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b) Poster (all three languages are available) 
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Summary 

Ecosystem is greatly influenced by the prevailing hydrology. Therefore, habitat conservation 

and ecosystem enhancement require hydrological assessment of the area.  

 

A hydrological study was conducted on the request made by IUCN, Country Office, 

Colombo, under the project on “Enhancing the catchments of Hunuwela Estate of Kahawatta 

Plantation through sustaining the habitat need of two dragonflies at the brink of extinction: 

Using flagship species in greening plantation agriculture”.  The purpose of the study was to 

estimate the mean daily stream flow and its temporal variation for six streams respective to 

the restoration sites identified by the project. 

 

Three field visits were made on 6th December 2016, 11th January, 2017 and 9th November 

2017 with the project manager. Stream flow measurements were made on last two visits (dry 

and wet flows). Rainfall data and catchment characteristics were collected from the 

Meteorological Department, Colombo and Natural Resources Management Center (NRMC) 

of the Department of Agriculture. This report consists of brief description of general 

hydrology of the catchment and estimates of stream flows for six (6) restoration sites. Daily 

rainfall for 10 years (2003 – 2012) from rain gauge stations, Ratnapura and Hunuwela 

estates were considered for this assessment.  

 

The catchment comes under low country wet zone (WL2a) receives higher annual rainfall. 

Highest rainfall was observed during inter-monsoons (March-April and October – November) 

and South-West monsoon (May – July). Most dry months are January, and February. 

Analysis of daily rainfall data shows that on an average the number of rainy days per year is 

177. Nearly 31% of the time basin receives rainfall between 2 - 20 mm. This will help to 

retain the soil moisture in upper zones and the higher rainfalls followed by will result in faster 

runoff response. About 7 % of the occurrences are above 41 mm.    

 

The extents of catchments are 107, 15, 206, 230, 73 and 76 ha for restoration sites, 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5 and 6, respectively. Restoration site 2 is the smallest.  

 

The daily stream flows were computed using HEC-HMS 3.0.1 model developed by US Army 

Corps of Engineers using daily rainfall and other catchment characteristics. Daily stream 

flows generated from 2003 to 2012 show that higher flows are expected in two periods from 

April to June and September to November for all restoration sites. Dry flows are expected in 

January and February. Daily flow (monthly mean) ranges 36–139, 5–10, 130–637, 44–201, 

5-59 and 1–15 L/s for restoration sites from 1 to 6, respectively. 

 

The stream flow during the field visit in January 2017 was very low and considered as dry 

flows.  Two streams (Restoration site 2 and 5) were dried. These are due to the prevailed 

dry spells with rainfall recorded as the lowest in the country in 2016. The flows in the 

streams were considerably higher in the visit made on 9th November 2017(Wet flows). Low 

dry flows in streams are due to low retention capacity of catchment and groundwater 

depletion due to evapo-transpiration. Water flows during the months of January and 

February are detrimental for flora and fauna.  
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The hydrology can be enhanced with feasible site specific interventions for habitat 

conservation. The stream flows can be regulated with feasible site specific interventions. 

Check dams and retention ponds can be possible to all sites using the stones and boulders 

freely available. Reforestation is to be avoided in catchment belong to site 2 and 5. Water 

augmentation from site 3 can improve the water availability in site 2 particularly in the dry 

seasons.
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1.0 Background and scope of the study 

 
Hydrology is the science explains the occurrences, circulation and distribution of water on 

the earth and the atmosphere. It involves, transportation, temporary storage and phase 

changes. A hydrological study is very useful to: 

 

 identify the hydrological components 

 quantify the flow in a given location and time 

 understand and explain the hydrological processes for a condition and 

 find the ways and means by which the hydrology can be regulated.  

 

Ecosystem in any location is basically determined by the prevailing hydrology of upstream. 

Since it is a long term phenomena, the temporal and spatial variation in hydrology determine 

the ecosystem and its sustainability. Therefore, a hydrological assessment is a basic for 

habitat conservation and enhancement of ecosystem.  

 

Stream flow consists of direct runoff and base flow. The direct runoff comes from the rainfall 

and will last for few hours after the rain ceased. The baseflow is the one continuously flows 

in streams regardless of rain. This water comes from subsurface soil storage. Thus the base 

flow increases during the rainy period and continue to contribute to the stream flow for a 

much longer period even in the dry season. Therefore, the stream flow depends on the 

rainfall and the retaining and releasing characteristics of the catchment. 

 

A hydrological study was conducted by IUCN with the collaboration University of Peradeniya 

to estimate the mean daily stream flow and its temporal variation for six streams respective 

to the restoration sites identified by the project. 

 

2.0 Field visit and data collection 
 

Three field visits were made on 6th December 2016, 11th January, 2017 and 9th November 

2017 with the project manager. Coordinates of the sites were recorded using GPS. Stream 

flows were measured using velocity area method and bucket method where applicable. A 

current meter was used to measure the velocity of the stream.  

 

Rainfall data and catchment characteristics were collected from the Meteorological 

Department, Colombo and Natural Resources Management Center (NRMC), Department of 

Agriculture, and SRICONSAL Center, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya, 

Peradeniya.  
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3.0 Location  
 

The restoration sites(6) are located in small streams in the Hunuwela Estate situated 

between Opanayake and Pelmadulla, Ratnapura district (Figure 3.1) in Sabaragamuwa 

province. The proposed sites can be reached by travelling Balanagoda road from Pelamdulla 

town and turn right closer to 26th mile post. The coordinates of the sites were found using a 

GPS as shown in the table 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Locations of restoration sites (Source: IUCN, Sri Lanka Country Office) 
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Table 3.1 Coordinates of the restoration sites 

 

 Sites GPS 

Restoration Site 1 N 06.63419: E 080.60031 

Restoration Site 2 N 06.63660: E 080.60036 

Restoration Site 3 N 06.63675: E 080.59925 

Restoration Site 4 N 06.63637: E 080.59848 

Restoration Site 5 N 06.63527: E 080.59547 

Restoration Site 6 N 06.63346: E 080.60263 

 

 

4.0 Catchment and Land use 

 

Figure 4.1 show the catchment boundary and drainage network with respect to the 

restoration sites. The area of the catchments, lower & upper elevation in each catchment are 

shown in Table 4.1. Accordingly, the restoration site 2 is the smallest out of all. Highest 

catchment area is for restoration site 4.  

 

Table 4.1. Catchment extent and elevations 

Sites Catchment area 

(ha) 

Lower Elevation 

(m) amsl 

Upper Elevation 

(m) amsl 

Restoration Site 1 107.33 206 1520 

Restoration Site 2 15.09 243 700 

Restoration Site 3 206.11 238 1500 

Restoration Site 4 230.90 249 1300 

Restoration Site 5 73.50 274 850 

Restoration Site 6 76.15 193 900 

 

These streams originate from the rainforests in the South of Hunuwela-Kabaragala mountain 

range. Water flows southward to form Hambantota oya. The opportunity for infiltration is 

higher in the dense forest result in high and continuous base flows after the rain. However, 

due to steep slopes, stream flows in the river would be characterized by large flow volumes 

during rainy periods immediately followed by moderate flows with base flow contribution after 

the rains have ceased.  
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Terrain is rolloing, undulating and flat between mountain and village at the bottom of the 

valley. Red Yellow Podzol, Red Yellow Podzolic soils with strongly mottled subsoil, Red 

Brown Latosolic and Low humic Gley soils are the major soil groups found in the catchment. 

Rainforests, rubber, tea plantation, coconut, paddy, and mixed home gardens are the major 

land use in the catchments.  

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Catchment boundary (Sheet No. 75 – 1: 50 000) and drainage network 
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5.0 Rainfall analysis 
 

The catchment comes under low country wet zone (WL2a) receives higher annual rainfall. 

Daily rainfall from rain gauge stations, Ratnapura and Hunuwela estates were considered for 

this assessment. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of monthly average rainfall for Ratnapura 

and Hunuwela estate. Highest rainfall was observed during inter-monsoons (March-April and 

October – November) and South-West monsoon (May – July). Most dry months are January, 

and February.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Distribution of monthly rainfall at Ratnapura and Hunuwela 

 

The rainfall record at Hunuwela estate was validated with Ratnapura station using Double 

mass plotting (Fig. 5.2). The rainfall records at both stations are in consistent. However, less 

rainfall was recorded in Hunuwela estate compared to Ratnapura station particularly in the 

months from April to September. This has to be confirmed further with reliable data in 

Hunuwela estate. Daily rainfall at Ratnapura was used as it is obtained from reliable source.  
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Fig. 5.2 Double mass curve for consistency test of rainfall at Hunuwela with Ratnapura  

 

 

5.1 Distribution of Daily rainfall 

 

Analysis of daily rainfall data shows that on an average the number of rainy days per year is 

177. Number of rainy days has varied between 146 and 193 during the period studied. The 

number of rainy days is moderate in these regions compared to other regions in the central 

highlands which receive rainfall as many as 210 days of the year. The probability of daily 

rainfall is given in Table 5.1. Nearly 31% of the time basin receives rainfall between 2 - 20 

mm. This will help to retain the soil moisture in upper zones and the higher rainfalls followed 

by will result in faster runoff response. About 7 % of the occurrences are above 41 mm.    

 

Table 5.1 Distribution of daily rainfall 

Daily rainfall (mm) Percentage of occurrence 

No rainfall 52 

2 – 20 31 

21 – 40 10 

41 – 60 04 

61 – 80 1.5 

81 – 100 0.5 

>100 1 
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Heavy rainfall depths usually produce flood discharges and resulting flows would be difficult 

to capture. On the other hand, a considerable share of lower range will be lost due to 

interception and evaporation. Due to this fact, nearly 83% of the time river flow will be 

dominated by the base flow component. On the other hand nearly 3% of the time there will 

be considerably heavy flows. During the remaining period flows will be moderate. 

 

5.2 Distribution of monthly rainfall 

 

Table 5.2 show the distribution of mean monthly rainfall of Ratnapura for 10 years from 2003 

to 2012. The average annual rainfall is 3897 mm. 

   

Table 5.2 Monthly rainfall (mm) from 2003 – 2012 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

2003 128.6 122.7 258.2 433.7 533.5 496.5 433.8 379.6 497.1 270 335.6 95.3 3985 

2004 90.3 44.4 255.4 359.2 498 332.8 437.8 143.9 540.2 638.6 279.8 258.7 3879 

2005 60.9 92.4 358.1 303.7 255.5 319 201.2 221.6 323.5 635.6 526.6 203.3 3501 

2006 228.5 187.3 290.4 220.8 436.4 445.1 187.2 427.1 232.5 660 456.1 156.1 3928 

2007 103.9 21.2 74.9 515.3 235.8 297.8 258.2 396.5 437.5 508.8 254 137.6 3242 

2008 49.5 167.6 344.7 671.2 522.5 446.8 631.4 224.9 206.5 421.1 377 133.7 4197 

2009 21.2 23.2 399 194.4 453.8 669 243.6 453.2 411.2 309.6 243.6 366 3788 

2010 289.4 68.6 242.3 605.5 664.8 530.6 415.1 421.9 398.4 441.5 513.2 376.9 4968 

2011 236.4 152.1 210 748.8 444 285.8 242.9 342.9 349.2 163.1 276.8 170.7 3623 

2012 72.2 146.5 363.9 391.2 178.4 284.2 226.7 410.2 286 351.9 492.9 330.7 3535 

Ave 143 109.5 275 478.2 419.4 422.8 315 382.4 331.6 408 373.4 238.8 3897 

 

6.0 Stream Flows 
 

There are no measured past records of stream flow in the study area. Therefore, stream flow 

predictions have to be based on the synthetic data generated using rainfall data and 

catchment characteristics.   

 

Daily rainfall record at Ratnapura for 10 years from 2003 to 2012 was used for the 

computation of daily stream flows of the catchment. The daily stream flows were computed 

using HEC-HMS 3.0.1 model developed by US Army Corps of Engineers. This model was 

calibrated and validated for a similar catchment of Paradeka Oya in Kandy district. Also, 

stream flows at the restoration sites(6) were measured during the field visits and 11th 

January, 2017 (dry flow) and 9th November 2017 (wet flow) using velocity area method and 

bucket method where applicable (Plate 6.1 - 6.6). A current meter was used to measure the 

velocity of the stream.  
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The pan evaporation at Ratnapura weather station was used for this study. Evapo-

transpiration is moderate result in a better runoff response. The daily flow series was then 

used to prepare the flow duration curves for the catchment. 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Plates 6.1 Dry flows at the restoration site 1 (11th January 2017) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Plates 6.2 Dry flows at the restoration site 2 – No flows (11th January 2017) 
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Plates 6.3 Dry flows at the restoration site 3 (11th January 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plates 6.4 Dry flow at the restoration site 4 (11th January 2017) 
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6.5 Dry flows at the restoration site 5 - No flows (11th January 2017) 

 

 

  

 

Plates 6.6 Dry flows at the restoration site 6 (11th January 2017) 

 

 

 

Plates 6.7 Wet flows at the restoration 

site 1 (9th November 2017) 
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Plates 6.7 Wet flows at the restoration site 3 (9th November 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

Plates 6.8 Wet flows at the restoration site 4 (9th November 2017) 
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Plates 6.9 Wet flows at the restoration site 5 (9th November 2017) 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Plates 6.10 Wet flows at the restoration site 6 (9th November 2017) 

 

 

6.1 Restoration site 1 

 

Daily flows (monthly mean) of the catchment at the restoration site 1 for the period are 

tabulated in Table 6.1. Daily stream flows generated covering 10-years period from 2003 to 

2012 show that higher flows are expected in two periods from April to July and September to 

November. Dry flows are expected in January and February.  
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Table 6.1 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 1 
 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 36.3 39.7 71.1 112.2 174.9 120.4 143.2 124.6 125.0 106.2 113.4 51.6 

2004 24.0 30.6 59.9 98.5 124.7 143.3 137.6 60.9 126.8 190.8 113.6 86.6 

2005 23.3 35.8 66.9 116.9 76.7 126.9 70.4 45.4 134.9 129.1 178.0 103.1 

2006 66.4 43.3 94.2 94.1 90.1 153.7 88.5 116.2 86.5 138.3 182.9 73.0 

2007 33.3 13.7 31.9 106.3 116.4 101.8 85.3 61.0 178.4 132.2 123.1 51.4 

2008 24.8 45.2 91.6 124.7 149.6 199.5 168.0 76.1 107.3 102.1 108.7 88.3 

2009 12.0 13.4 86.4 96.2 97.0 142.6 151.1 125.3 116.5 113.6 100.1 98.4 

2010 93.9 36.8 40.1 143.1 221.5 144.4 165.1 85.6 116.7 159.2 141.1 141.3 

2011 48.8 74.3 58.9 152.2 144.9 163.8 65.1 88.5 130.7 56.1 87.9 76.4 

2012 29.8 33.0 81.6 138.0 65.3 99.3 91.0 81.6 124.7 80.5 153.5 99.4 

Mean 39.3 36.6 68.3 118.2 126.1 139.6 116.5 86.5 124.7 120.8 130.2 87.0 

Min 17.1 16.0 28.6 67.1 62.8 79.5 58.4 44.9 71.1 62.4 78.8 41.9 

Max 73.3 65.7 126.0 185.0 243.2 213.4 193.7 151.7 192.5 203.3 194.7 141.4 

 

 

Figure 6.1 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 1. The 50 

% and 75 % probability of average daily discharges are 92 L/s and 68 L/s, respectively. The 

90% probable discharge is 50 L/s. 

 
Figure 6.1 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 1. 
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6.2 Restoration site 2 

 

Daily flows (monthly mean) of the catchment at the restoration site 2 for the period are 

tabulated in Table 6.2. Daily stream flows generated covering 10-years period from 2003 to 

2012 show that higher flows are expected in two periods from April to July and September to 

November. Dry flows are expected in January and February.  

 
Table 6.2 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 2 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 4.92 4.95 5.18 10.14 10.73 10.22 10.50 10.33 10.26 10.09 10.15 5.00 

2004 4.80 4.86 5.07 9.86 10.26 10.43 10.44 9.72 10.28 10.88 10.15 5.46 

2005 4.80 4.91 5.14 10.18 9.81 10.28 9.81 9.58 10.36 10.30 10.75 5.48 

2006 5.20 4.98 5.39 9.97 9.93 10.53 9.99 10.24 9.90 10.39 10.80 5.19 

2007 4.89 4.71 4.81 10.09 10.18 10.04 9.95 9.73 10.76 10.33 10.24 4.99 

2008 4.81 5.00 5.37 10.11 10.49 10.96 10.73 9.87 10.10 10.05 10.11 5.46 

2009 4.69 4.70 5.32 9.99 10.00 10.43 10.57 10.33 10.18 10.15 10.03 5.43 

2010 5.46 4.92 4.89 10.43 11.17 10.44 10.70 9.95 10.19 10.58 10.41 5.84 

2011 5.03 5.27 5.07 10.51 10.45 10.63 9.76 9.98 10.32 9.61 9.92 5.23 

2012 4.86 4.89 5.28 10.23 9.70 10.02 10.00 9.92 10.26 9.85 10.53 5.60 

Mean 4.95 4.92 5.15 10.15 10.27 10.39 10.25 9.96 10.26 10.22 10.31 5.37 

Min 4.70 4.70 4.78 8.44 9.68 9.84 9.70 9.56 9.75 9.67 9.82 4.89 

Max 5.27 5.20 5.69 10.82 11.36 11.10 10.97 10.57 10.89 10.99 10.91 7.15 

 

Figure 6.2 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 2. This 

catchment experiences the flush flood flows when rain occurs. Thereafter, the flow reduces 

drastically to lower level. The catchment is very small thus has water retention capacity is 

low to release continuously during dry periods.  

 
Figure 6.2 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 2. 
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6.3 Restoration site 3 

 

Daily flows (monthly mean) of the catchment at the restoration site 3 are tabulated in Table 

6.3. Higher flows are expected in two periods from April to July and September to 

November. Dry flows are expected in January and February.  

 
Table 6.3 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 3 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 176.8 134.9 398.2 627.6 661.4 591.7 537.0 513.1 551.1 619.9 536.2 280.4 

2004 161.1 123.1 376.5 604.1 598.7 621.0 532.4 431.5 552.1 725.3 539.6 330.8 

2005 160.2 129.9 392.8 633.5 535.6 600.0 443.7 411.7 563.8 649.2 619.0 346.2 

2006 215.4 139.4 427.8 604.5 552.8 634.3 467.0 502.3 501.9 661.0 625.3 307.6 

2007 173.1 101.4 348.0 620.0 586.5 567.8 462.7 431.8 619.5 653.2 548.7 280.1 

2008 162.1 141.8 417.2 637.8 630.4 693.0 571.4 451.0 527.1 611.8 533.4 333.0 

2009 145.7 101.1 417.7 607.0 561.7 620.1 547.0 513.9 540.3 629.3 519.3 340.3 

2010 250.6 131.1 358.4 667.1 721.1 622.3 564.9 463.2 540.4 687.8 571.7 395.2 

2011 192.8 179.0 382.6 678.7 623.0 647.2 436.9 466.8 558.4 555.8 503.6 312.1 

2012 168.6 126.1 404.4 654.7 522.5 564.6 472.8 458.0 549.4 584.1 590.7 347.2 

Mean 180.6 130.8 392.4 633.5 599.4 616.2 503.6 464.3 550.4 637.7 558.7 327.3 

Min 224.2 168.1 468.5 720.5 756.2 710.7 603.4 547.7 637.5 744.4 648.0 441.9 

Max 152.1 104.5 280.5 529.3 517.9 539.2 428.2 411.2 478.5 545.9 491.9 267.8 

 

Figure 6.3 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 3. The 50 

% and 75 % probability of average daily discharges are 438 L/s and 346 L/s, respectively. 

The 90% probable discharge is 277 L/s. 
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Figure 6.3 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 3. 

 

6.4 Restoration site 4 

 

Daily flows (monthly mean) at the restoration site 4 are tabulated in Table 6.4. Higher flows 

are expected in two periods from April to July and September to November. Dry flows are 

expected in January and February.  

 

Table 6.4 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 4 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 67.5 46.8 110.7 181.6 226.5 187.5 185.6 172.3 190.7 177.3 182.4 96.7 

2004 58.7 40.2 101.2 170.4 190.6 203.9 182.1 126.5 191.4 238.0 182.6 123.1 

2005 58.1 44.0 107.6 184.9 156.0 192.2 133.4 115.4 197.8 193.7 228.8 133.6 

2006 89.0 49.3 127.3 168.6 165.7 211.3 146.4 166.2 163.1 200.3 232.3 112.0 

2007 65.4 28.0 82.5 177.3 184.6 174.1 144.0 126.7 229.0 195.9 189.4 96.5 

2008 59.2 50.7 124.0 189.2 208.3 244.3 204.0 137.5 177.4 174.4 179.1 124.3 

2009 50.0 27.9 121.6 170.1 170.7 203.4 191.2 172.7 184.7 182.5 172.9 130.2 

2010 108.8 44.6 88.4 203.7 260.0 204.6 201.3 144.3 184.7 215.3 202.3 161.0 

2011 76.4 71.5 102.0 210.3 205.0 218.6 129.6 146.3 194.8 141.3 164.2 114.4 

2012 62.9 41.9 116.8 198.7 147.9 172.3 148.7 141.4 189.9 158.9 211.2 132.3 

Mean 69.6 44.5 108.2 185.5 191.5 201.2 166.6 144.9 190.4 187.8 194.5 122.4 

Min 53.6 29.7 69.8 143.4 146.1 158.0 124.7 115.1 150.3 145.9 157.6 89.6 

Max 94.1 65.3 150.0 233.7 275.6 254.2 221.8 191.6 239.1 247.0 240.7 169.8 

 

 

Figure 6.4 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 4. The 50 

% and 75 % probability of average daily discharges are 141 L/s and 111 L/s, respectively. 

The 90% probable discharge is 89 L/s. 
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Figure 6.4 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 4. 

 

6.5 Restoration site 5 
 

Daily flows (monthly mean) at the restoration site 5 are tabulated in Table 6.5. Higher flows 

are expected in two periods from April to June and September to November. Dry flows are 

expected in January and February.  

 

Table 6.5 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 5 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 23.9 6.0 29.0 53.8 65.3 55.3 42.2 38.8 37.6 52.7 35.5 25.4 

2004 21.7 4.3 26.4 50.8 56.1 59.5 41.7 27.1 38.0 67.6 36.1 31.8 

2005 21.5 5.3 28.3 54.7 47.3 56.5 28.9 24.3 39.4 56.9 47.2 34.8 

2006 29.4 6.7 33.2 50.5 49.8 61.4 32.2 37.3 30.6 58.6 48.2 29.4 

2007 23.4 1.2 21.8 52.7 54.6 51.9 31.6 27.2 47.3 57.5 37.2 25.4 

2008 21.8 7.0 32.2 55.6 60.6 69.8 47.3 29.9 34.4 51.4 35.2 32.1 

2009 19.5 1.2 31.8 50.9 51.1 59.4 43.6 38.9 36.1 54.1 33.0 34.0 

2010 34.4 5.4 23.4 59.5 73.8 59.7 46.2 31.7 36.1 62.4 40.5 41.8 

2011 26.2 12.3 26.8 61.1 59.8 63.2 27.9 32.2 38.6 43.6 30.8 30.0 

2012 22.7 4.8 30.4 58.0 45.2 51.5 33.2 30.9 37.5 47.4 43.4 34.1 

Mean 24.5 5.4 28.3 54.8 56.4 58.8 37.5 31.8 37.5 55.2 38.7 31.9 

Min 20.4 1.7 16.6 42.2 44.9 47.9 26.7 24.3 27.8 40.6 29.2 23.7 

Max 30.7 10.7 39.0 67.1 77.7 72.3 52.2 43.7 49.9 70.4 52.6 41.7 

 

 

Figure 6.5 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 5. The 50 % and 

75 % probability of average daily discharges are 36 L/s and 27 L/s, respectively. The 90% probable 

discharge is 22 L/s. 
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Figure 6.5 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 5. 

 

6.6 Restoration site 6 

 

Daily flows (monthly mean) at the restoration site 6 are tabulated in Table 6.6. Higher flows 

are expected in two periods from April to June and October. Dry flows are expected in 

January and February.  

 

Table 6.6 Daily stream flows (L/s) generated for restoration site 6 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 1.99 1.56 7.35 13.61 16.57 14.00 10.76 9.88 9.57 13.32 9.01 6.42 

2004 0.81 1.12 6.68 12.81 14.20 15.07 10.63 6.86 9.67 17.17 9.18 8.07 

2005 0.77 1.37 7.16 13.82 11.92 14.31 7.31 6.13 10.03 14.40 12.07 8.86 

2006 2.81 1.72 8.44 12.75 12.56 15.56 8.17 9.48 7.75 14.84 12.30 7.43 

2007 1.25 0.32 5.49 13.33 13.80 13.11 8.02 6.87 12.09 14.56 9.48 6.41 

2008 0.84 1.81 8.18 14.06 15.36 17.73 12.07 7.58 8.74 12.98 8.95 8.15 

2009 0.24 0.31 8.07 12.84 12.89 15.05 11.12 9.91 9.17 13.66 8.39 8.64 

2010 4.11 1.41 5.88 15.06 18.78 15.13 11.79 8.04 9.17 15.83 10.33 10.67 

2011 1.98 3.18 6.78 15.51 15.15 16.04 7.06 8.17 9.83 10.95 7.81 7.59 

2012 1.09 1.23 7.70 14.68 11.38 12.99 8.43 7.85 9.56 11.96 11.07 8.67 

Mean 1.59 1.40 7.17 13.85 14.26 14.90 9.54 8.08 9.56 13.97 9.86 8.09 

Min 0.24 0.31 5.49 12.75 11.38 12.99 7.06 6.13 7.75 10.95 7.81 6.41 

Max 4.11 3.18 8.44 15.51 18.78 17.73 12.07 9.91 12.09 17.17 12.30 10.67 

 

Figure 6.6 show the flow duration curve for the study period for the restoration site 6. The 50 

% and 75 % probability of average daily discharges are 9 L/s and 6 L/s, respectively. The 

90% probable discharge is 4 L/s. 
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Figure 6.6 Flow duration curve for the stream flows at the restoration site 6. 

 

 

7.0 Water quality 

 

Electrical conductivity (EC) of water in the streams was measured on the field visits on 11th 

January 2017 as shown in Table 7.1. It reveals that water in good quality in terms of ion 

concentration.  

 

Table 7.1 Electrical Conductivity of water at the restoration sites (11
th

 January 2017) 

 

Sites Electrical Conductivity (µs/cm) 

Restoration Site 1 101.0 

Restoration Site 2 No water 

Restoration Site 3 185.0 

Restoration Site 4 164.0 

Restoration Site 5 No water 

Restoration Site 6 49.0 
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Conclusions 

The restoration sites belong to small catchments with deep slopes at higher elevation. Thus 

flash floods with rains and low flows afterwards are expected.  

 

The stream at restoration site 3 has higher flows compared to other 5 sites. Two streams 

(Restoration site 2 and 5) were dried during the field visit in January 2017. These are due to 

the prevailed dry spells with rainfall recorded as the lowest in the country in 2016. However, 

these two streams closer to seasonal. 

   

Low dry flows in streams are due to low retention capacity of catchment and groundwater 

depletion due to evapo-transpiration. Water flows during the months of January and 

February are detrimental for flora and fauna.  

 

Recommendations  

The stream flows can be regulated with feasible site specific interventions.  

 Check dams and retention ponds can be possible to all sites. Such a small 

water retention cavities are found in the sites.   This can made using the 

stones and boulders available freely at the site. 

 Reforestation is to be avoided in catchment belong to site 2 and 5. Evapo-

transpiration by trees will reduce the water in the soil especially during dry 

seasons.   

 Water augmentation from site 3, can improve the water availability in site 2 

particularly in the dry seasons 

 

 

               

 

 

 

Fig. 8.1 Check dams (made of stones) 
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Raising awareness among the key stakeholders, about the unique and important biodiversity 

features of the natural and semi natural areas of the Hunuwela estate, has been a key 

objective of the project. It is utterly important that the estate staff and the community who are 

interacting with these significant landscapes on a daily basis understands the ecological and 

environmental significance of Hunuwela estate. Therefore, awareness raising materials were 

developed and awareness raising programmes were conducted throughout the project to 

pass the key project messages to the stakeholders. 

An awareness raising poster and a broacher (in all three languages) have been developed 

during the previous phase of the project. In addition to that two awareness raising 

programme sessions were also made for estate management, local officials, and community 

and for the school children. 

During the second phase of the project three awareness raising programmes were held.  

1. Raising awareness of students of University of Peradeniya 

On 6th December 2016, IUCN conducted an awareness-raising programme and a field 

session for a group of 16 University students who are specialising in Agriculture Engineering 

attached to the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya. The students had a hands-

on opportunity to learn the linkages between hydrology and biodiversity conservation 

towards sustainable ecosystem management. The students and three lecturers engaged in 

the measurement of physical, chemical and biological parameters and discussed in detail 

how the project approach brings together scientific knowledge, practical implementation of 

management plans, stakeholder participation and raising awareness.  The field session was 

led by Prof. M.I.M. Mowjood of Faculty of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya. In addition to 

the practical session on hydrology, the students gained a broad understanding of how 

scientific data can be integrated into decision making related to conservation and 

management of natural resources.  

 

  

Students engaged in stream flow measuring under the guidance of university staff 
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2. Raising awareness of estate staff and local community 

An awareness raising programme was held on 9th November 2017 for the estate 

management and selected members of the local community. The selected community 

members are engaged in the estate work on a regular basis and also are capable of taking 

the message to the fellow community members.  

The workshop stated by a brief introduction on the project and followed by three more 

sessions. 

 Speech by Mr. Sarath Ekanayake - ecological and environmental significance of 

Hunuwela estate, important ecological components within the estate, conservation of 

natural ecosystem, process of forest restoration, nursery establishment for wild 

plants 

 Speech by Mr. Aruna Padmaperuma – importance of environment and biodiversity, 

our day to day encounters with the environment, how to use environment wisely 

 Speech by Prof. M.I.M Mowjood – importance of water for life, water availability in the 

world, in the country and within the estate environment, water pollution, water 

conservation,  and tips for day to day water saving 

The speeches were made in an interactive manner with the participants. About 20 

participants attended the session. 

Awareness raising programme for estate management and community members 

 

3. Raising awareness of school children and their teachers 

Followed by the awareness training programme for the estate management and the 

community, an awareness raising programme was held for school children and teachers at 

the Matihakwala School. About 70 students, from Grade 5 to Grade 10 classes, and 12 

teachers participated in the school programme. The programme consisted of three sessions 

as follows. 
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 Speech by Mr. Sarath Ekanayake - ecological and environmental significance of 

Hunuwela estate, important ecological components within the estate, how children 

can contribute to conservation of the environment 

 Speech by Mr. Aruna Padmaperuma – importance of environment and biodiversity, 

our day to day encounters with the environment, and some environment related 

topics which are related to the school curriculum 

 Speech by Prof. M.I.M Mowjood – importance of water for life, water availability in the 

world, in the country and within the estate environment, water pollution, how children 

can contribute to water conservation,  and tips for day to day water saving 

 

During the programme following awareness raising materials were donated to school 

children, to the teachers, and to the school library. 

Material Quantity Received by 

Ulalena publication - polowata pem bandi 

minissu 

75 School children and teachers 

Ulalena publication - mammals 75 School children and teachers 

Jala sumithuru rakimu mithuru - leaflet 75 School children and teachers 

Horton Plains National Park - leaflet 15 Teachers 

Horton Plains National Park - Poster 5 School 

Introduction to and control of spread of alien 

invasive species - material pack  

 biodiversity - leaflet 

 Invasive animal species of Sri Lanka - 
Leaflet 

 Invasive plant species of Sri Lanka - 
Leaflet 

 Provincial flowers of Sri Lanka - book 

 Biodiversity and protected areas - book 

 Biodiversity survey methods - book 

 Invasive species of Sri Lanka - Book 

 Palaeobiodiversity - leaflet 

1 School library 

Traditional knowledge on agro-biodiversity 

systems for livelihood and climate adaptation 

1 School library  
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Awareness raising programme for school children and teachers 

 

 

  

Donation of awareness raising material to the teachers and for the school library 
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IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature 

 

IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature was founded in 1948. IUCN helps the world find 

pragmatic solutions to our most pressing environment and development challenges. It supports 

scientific research, manages field projects all over the world and brings governments, non-

government organizations, United Nations agencies, companies and local communities together to 

develop and implement policy, laws and best practice. 

IUCN is the world’s oldest and largest global environmental network - a democratic membership union 

with more than 1,000 government and NGO member organizations, and almost 11,000 volunteer 

scientists in more than 160 countries. 

IUCN’s work is supported by more than 1,000 professional staff in 60 offices and hundreds of partners 

in public, NGO and private sectors around the world. The Union’s headquarters are located in Gland, 

near Geneva, Switzerland. 

In Sri Lanka, through its Country Programme the Union seeks to fulfil this mission in collaboration with 

its various Commission Members, National Committee Members and Partners in Sri Lanka. IUCN in 

Sri Lanka commenced its operations since August 1988. 
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